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OUR REVIEW

u BELFORT

PROTECTION SCHUTZBAUTEN GEGEN TROLLE

BELFORT

CONTEST OF MASTER ARCHITECTS

„Belfort“ is the intended name for a glorious, fortified city meant to safeguard against hordes of
wild trolls. At least that’s what the kind intended
when he gave the order to build this city. Unfortunately instead of one master architect the
building order was given to several individuals
with that profession and so now all players need
to achieve the king’s intention as best as they
can.
As it was, there is only one key to the city which
was proffered as a reward and as you clearly
cannot divide up one city key between several
master architects only the master architect who
will prove his worth and accrues most victory
points, will win the key.
To this purpose players hire workers in the guise
of Elves, Dwarves and Gnomes and, with their
help, collect resources for constructing buildings, use actions provided by those buildings
and they also enlist the assistance of the guilds
in Belfort. In three scoring phases all in all, at the
end of spring, summer and autumn, you are
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awarded victory points for majorities in buildings in the city and majorities in the three classes
of workers, At the begin of winter, after the seventh and last round in the game, the game ends
and thus also the contest for the coveted key.
Each of the seven rounds in a game of Belfort
comprises at least the four phases as follows:
In the Kalender Phase / Calendar Phase the
year advances and a new round of the game begins. You advance the round marker on the seasons track by one step and thus mark the actual
status of the game.
The next phase is the Einsatzphase / Placement Phase, in which each player assigns tasks
to his workers. This happens by placing a worker
on one of the available action spaces. Those
spaces include the recruiter’s desk to recruit additional elves or dwarves, the King’s Camp to
change the order of play, spaces for five different
guild actions and available actions on your own
building cards already in your display.

If cannot place more workers or do not want to
place more workers, then you must pass and
do not participate any further in this phase, but
you now, when you pass, place your remaining
workers on up to four resources spaces. Later in
the round those workers will give you resources
for constructing buildings and gold for paying
taxes.
When all players have passed, the game continues with the Einnahmenphase / Collection
Phase. In this phase the workers that were
placed in the previous phase return with new resources, workers and/or a new sequence of play.
Dennis Rappel
Belfort is definitely a worker placement game in the
classic sense, but the mix of already known elements
and witty fantasy topic introduces something new and
interesting, albeit the fun being a little diminished due
to the monotonous victory point mechanism.

Buildings already placed previously now yield
additional gold, which you can set against royal
taxes that you need to pay.
Depending on the advancement on the victory
point track those taxes are different for all players; if you cannot pay you must retreat one point
for each lacking gold coin.

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41
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With a sufficient amount of collected or bartered
resources you then can build those rewarding
buildings. After paying the cost for building you
place the corresponding building card in your
display and then put a house in your color on a
corresponding free square in one of the five districts in the city. Those houses earn you victory
points in the scoring phases, the corresponding
building cards can be used from the following
round onwards.
To enable you to acquire new cards, you may as
your last action in your turn buy a building card
from the open display or the face-down draw
pile, before, finally, one of three scoring phases
can occur.
In such a scoring each district of Belfort is dealt
with separately and checked for majorities in
houses: The player who has most houses in a
district scores five points, the one in second
place three points and – with four players in the
game – the one in third places scores one point.
When all districts have been scored you score
three points if you have most workers of a class
and one point for the player in second place.
The winner is the player with most victory
points and can pride himself on the key to the
City of Belfort.
All in all Belfort is a rather well-done mix of
worker placement and majorities mechanisms,
which impresses one by the creative fantasy
background story and its beautiful design implementation. The purpose of the game – collecting resources and use them to construct
buildings – is all but new but all the same comes
across nicely due to the different classes of
workers and the many kinds of buildings and
does not have such a constructed feeling like
some other games in that genre. The twelve different guilds, of which only five are used for any
given game, introduce enough diversification
and interaction between players and provide a
certain amount of replay value. I also can award
Brownie points for the well-written rules and the
helpful summary boards.

to be inconsequential after all. Too much importance is placed on collecting enough resources
in each turn to be able to place one or two houses on the board to secure pre-eminence in the
districts. The different guilds are only of limited
help there.
The really deciding factor for the diminishing allure is on the one hand the always identical scoring of victory points in all scoring phases, which
can result rather early in the game to a seemingly unreachable head start for one player. And, on
the other hand, aside from the scorings, there is
no alternative way for scoring points. Therefore
you need direct trading or cooperation between
several players in order to stop the leading player and this is simply a sure way to result in kingmaker moves.
All those who can adapt to those game mechanisms and have a preference for the well-implemented fantasy topic will definitely get their
money’s worth out of this game. The action varieties of buildings and and the predominantly
tactical decisions in the game offer sufficient
possibilities to interest expert gamers, and yet
remain simple and straightforward to allow
occasional players a nice introduction into the
game and a chance to win, because you do not
win this game on your own. 
Dennis.Rappel

INFORMATION

EVALUATION
City building, worker placement, majorities
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en pl
In-game text: yes
Comments:

Very beautiful design and implementation of the topic * Well-structured and
well thought-out mechanisms * Static
victory points scoring system * Strong
kingmaker element
Compares to:

All city building and worker placement game
Other editions:
Tasty Minstrel Games, USA;
Lacerta, Poland;

Albeit being interesting and inviting due to
those features, the allure of the game diminishes quickly after a few games. The possible
actions and schematics seem monotonous and
rehearsed and the selection of buildings seems
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PLAYERS:

Designer: Jay Cormier, Sen-Foong Lim 2-5
Artist: Cappel, Hody, Schneidert
AGE:
12+
Price: ca. 40 Euro
TIME:
Publisher: Pegasus 2012
120+
www.pegasus.de

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

My rating:

Now we have arrived at the core phase of the
game, the Aktionsphase / Action Phase and
we implement instantly – in order of play - all remaining actions. At this point we can use guilds
in the city where we have workers and also our
own buildings and can activate building actions
by using gnomes. If you are in terribly need you
can use Horsts Handelsposten / Crazy Ord’s
Trading Post to barter resources and gold for
what you need.

OUR REVIEW

40 Lines for Meeples
Dagmar de Cassan, Editor-in-Chief

Now we have entered the time of the year
when we excitedly wait how the respective
organization will decide for their awards
2013.
We have a lot of new games on the table for
testing – as every year! – and each player tries
to find his latest favorite game.
This is not easy at all, the choices are multiple
and the many recommendations very different, so all you can do is to take matters into
your own hands and play them yourself! And
so we satisfy our curiosity and play, play, and
play. But isn’t that what we all want to do?
Lots of fun at the games table can be had
without a lot of hullaballoo and when a
game doesn’t make us sit up then we open
the next one.
It can be helpful for this to be a member in
a games club, joining a game is easier there.
Our Games Club has a meeting nearly every
day, somewhere in Austria, our schedule on
http://www.spieleclub.at can surely be of
assistance. Just stop by!
Games can be checked in our games data
base LUDORIUM: http://www.ludorium.at.
WIN The Games Journal is available now also
as an eBook and as Kindle in German and
English and so can be even more easily read
then a PDF on the respective modern devices.
When you like our WIN, please become a subscriber!
We have a PayPal account, so the payment
of € 6,00 for an annual subscription can be
made easily and safely, see also http://www.
gamesjournal.at
The printed edition of our Games Handbook
/ Games Companion SPIEL FÜR SPIEL 2013 is
available from SPIELBOX-SHOP. Info: http://
www.gamescompanion.at 
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OUR REVIEW

u DIE ZWERGE

(green: Orcs; black: Trolls; purple: Albae).
Considering the sole purpose of the Character Sheets, that is, placing Wound markers
and up to three Attribute markers (combat,
crafts, running) on them, they are devised
surprisingly large. If new equipment is purchased, the matching

JOURNEY TO DRACHENBRODEM

DIE ZWERGE

BASED ON A NOVEL BY MARKUS HEITZ

“The beings of the North had left no stone unturned,
walls were torn down and towers had tumbled.”
Markus Heitz, The Dwarves
“The Dwarves” (Pegasus Publishing) leads
us into the seven kingdoms of Girdlegard.
Two to five of the diminutive heroes, even
including a dwarf lady (without a beard!),
undergo an expedition to avert the destruction of their home world. As many people
take on the appropriate roles (warriors,
blacksmith and female blacksmith, stonemason) to master, after various tests, a final
scenario.
The game board shows in a grid of hexfields the Dwarves’ world known from the
successful fantasy tetralogy written by
Markus Heitz. (A fifth volume might still be
published, however, no further information
is available at the moment). In the upper
(Northern) half of the map a track called the
Doom Bar is depicted running along the
edge of the board. The game ends immediately when the two markers thereupon
meet (the Hero-Marker advances clockwise,
the Doom-Marker anti-clockwise).
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The Hero-Marker acts also as a round counter, whereas the movement of the DoomMarker is triggered by circumstances unfavorable for Girdlegard. The characters move
on this highly schematized map to different
places to survive various adventures there,
thereby increasing their attributes’ strength
or to gain helpful items and defeat thus the
menacing evil. The pieces – five beautifully
designed dwarf miniature plastic figures
(already painted in the Collectors’ Edition)
– show the current whereabouts of the
characters, but have no apparent purpose
beyond that. At the Southern edge of the
game board eight text boxes (“Council of
the Dwarves”) name additional conditions,
changing in the course of the game.
They might render an attribute test easier
or, on the other hand, turn a mild threat
into a deadly danger. On the board, several
dwarfs and fiend portraits are to be seen as
well as a map key to locations of interest (in
the game) and a summary of the actions
possible during players’ turns. Moreover, on
the board the wooden cubes symbolizing
the different enemy armies may be stored

Equipment cards are placed next to one’s
Character Sheet.
Characters move through the realms of Girdlegard by rolling dice (according to your
movement attribute). There are also one or
two teleport spells and some fields show
Martina, Martin und Marcus
Being a cooperative game, “The Dwarves” brings a nice
change to fantasy gaming, although it is rather simplistic and not multi-faceted. Suitable for beginners due
to the clear, easy to understand rulebook, experts will
probably turn relatively soon to a more complex game.

Tunnel Portals. Travel in itself is no magic
here.
The heroine and the heroes have to confront two kinds of tasks: First, often hostile
armies appear at the mountain passes
(numbered I, II, IV, V). The player whose turn
it is advances the Hero-Marker along the
Doom Bar. When landing the marker on certain corresponding spaces, the player has to
roll all monster dice to find out how many

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41
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enemies will pop up and where they are
to be placed. These fiendish armies should
be defeated as soon as possible, because
whenever five or more enemy units of any
kind are assembled on a single hex-field,
this space will become “Dead Land” (characters entering these spaces lose one life and
movement points, tunnel entrances there
cannot be used anymore).

agreements among themselves. It is even
recommended to get the jobs done by the
dwarf most fit for the corresponding test (or
the character closest to the target space).
Therefore, a regular game does not take
too long. Because of the high randomness
factor – almost any adventure is decided by
rolling dice – a victory of the characters is
not always certain, though.

A hexagonal cardboard tile drawn at random from the corresponding stack is put
onto the hex-field. Printed on it you will
find instructions on how to move enemy
units present on the map field. Ultimately,
all these enemies move towards the central
hex “Blacksaddle”, where some decisive and
some less decisive battles are to be fought.

This nicely manufactured, beautifully illustrated tactical game will most likely give
pleasure to enthusiastic readers of the
Dwarves-Saga, but for game enthusiasts it
probably might offer too little challenge.
Names of places and persons, unknown
and possibly even sounding droll to nonreaders of the books, are to be read everywhere, quotations from the novels are
added as flavor text to the cards and so on.

For example, many equipment cards increase the attribute values of the characters, give bonus points or allow to re-roll,
if something went wrong. To make for an
easier game, some scenario cards “A” may
be omitted (thus also shortening the time
for playing). As soon as the task of scenario
card “B” - “Forge Keenfire, Sword of Magic
“ – has been mastered, the characters have
to take on one of three scenario cards “C” to
end the game.
For these three cards different conditions
apply, depending on the state of the game.
For example, when a certain number of
enemies is present on the board, it becomes necessary to destroy the evil Nudin
(Nôd’onn).
The rules booklet is clear and easy to understand and interpret, due to many (illustrated) examples. A register or index is not
really needed this time (and, of course, missing; the rules are to be found as a PDF-file
on the Pegasus homepage).

Not to forget the character playing pieces
(Tungdil, Balyndis, Bavragor, Boëndal and
Boïndil) – they might deserve a place of
honor in the showcases of Markus Heitz
fans. Recently, an “Albae Expansion” (10 additional cards) has been published, already
included in the Collectors’ edition. 
Martina & Martin Lhotzky
Marcus Steinwender

INFORMATION

2-5
AGE:

10+
TIME:

90+

EVALUATION
Fantasy adventure
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:

Attractive components * Lots of references to the novels * Good comprehensive rulesl * Griffin Scroll 2012
Compares to:

Fantasy adventure games with tactical
and cooperative elements
Other editions:
Die Zwerge Collector’s Edition, Pegasus 2012

Clear and simple as the rules of the game
are, “The Dwarves” requires no special tactical finesse. Moreover, it is expressly permitted that players consult and come to
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PLAYERS:

Designer: Michael Palm, Lukas Zach
Artist: Jarek Nocoń
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus 2012
www.pegasus.de

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

My rating:

The second type of tasks is printed onto Adventure Cards and Scenario Cards. In order
to fulfill these quests, the characters usually
have to travel to certain places – sometimes
more than one location for the same adventure – and there either take a dice probe
(roll against a specified attribute value; the
attribute points shown on the Character
sheets tell how many dice may be rolled)
or defeat enemies. Battles are fought by
throwing dice as well, according to a rather
simple principle: Orcs are defeated with a
score of four or more, Trolls by getting five
or six eyes and Albae with sixes only. Some
cards affect the result.

OUR REVIEW

GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS
STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can
help you to find the game that best suits your tastes. The
color accompanying each game title represents the USER
Group. The headline also contains icons for age and number
of players.
The BAR in the evaluation box displays color codes for up to
10 features of a game.
USER GROUP
We have defined 4 target groups (color accompanying the
head line)
Kinder:
Games for children an educational games. Adults can play
in a guiding function.
Familien:
Children and parents play together, all have the same
chance to win and have fun.
Freunde:
Young people and adults play together as equals
Experten:
Games with special demands on rules and playing time.
Especially for game geeks
Please note for the user groups Children, Family and
Friends: Children who love to play can be ahead of their
peers! Please note that our target group “families” does not
imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore,
our user groups can overlap. The choice of suitable games
always depends on your playing partners and your fun
with games!
Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 players or Large groups of players are marked with an icon.
FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a
player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player.
We have listed 10 features players note when deciding
on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in
a game he will enjoy the game. The color code marks the
dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted
preference.
Empty boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important
in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential
Chance:
The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of
random generator
Tactics:
Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on
one move
Strategy:
Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several
moves
Creativity:
The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other
creative efforts
Knowledge:
Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
Memory:
Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory
Communication:
Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
Interaction:
Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
Dexterity
Motor skills
Action:
Body movement, balance and reaction
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is
based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or
are included in the game, often even more translations can
be found on the web.
In-game text: A YES marks a game with languagedependent components that cannot be played without
translation or knowledge of the language
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u KAKERLAKAK

COME INTO MY TRAP!

KAKERLAKAK
LET’S PLAY EXTERMINATOR!

It is obviously written in our genes that
we are afraid of certain things or think
them icky. Spiders, snakes, worms, mice,
rats and last but not least cockroaches.
Those creepers surely because they are
a synonym for dirt, waste and sickness,
because a cockroach is a storage vermin
of a special kind, and – this is not generally known – with a maximum spiel of 1,5
m/s or 5,4 km/h the Common Cockroach
is the fastest crawling insect.
I was very much amused by the fact that
somebody picked this animal and created a game for and was very curious to
see how that topic would be implemented. Well, you take the invention of an
Kurt Schellenbauer
Icky, chaotic, hectic and – not to forget – funny, those are
terms that come to my mind for this game. I have seen
grown-ups who let the cockroach run for more than an
hour and had tremendous fun with it!

6

5
by the name of cockroach, is a vibration,
battery-driven item scurrying about on
12 legs, which not only has a close resemblance to the insect but also moves
as fast and hectic. You switch it on and
put it into the middle of the board/labyrinth.
Due to the vibration the cockroach
moves forward until hitting a wall, which
causes it to change directions, sometimes
quickly, sometimes taking a bit of time.
Players in turn roll the die, the result tells
you which kind of cutlery element you
may turn by 90 degrees; you can choose
which of the designated elements you
want to rotate. The aim of those rotations is to rotate the wall elements in a
way that guides the cockroach into your
own trap. The walls click into place easily,
which is of tremendous help.

American company, the HEXBUG nano
and hand it to a renowned designer by
the name of Peter-Paul Joopen and – behold the result:

When you managed to entice the cockroach into your own trap you are awarded a chip and the labyrinth is set up
again and a new round starts. The game
ends when one player wins by accumulating five chips.

The traditionally large box from Ravensburger shows a desperate cook on its
cover, who is chasing after a cockroach
with a kitchen utensil. In the box we are
given the opportunity to assemble the
game in the tradition of Ikea; luckily, the
instructions here are clearer and all the
parts are in the box.

Well, that describes the rather simple
flow of the game. But what is the essence
of the game? The speed in which players
advance the game, that is, roll the die.
The quicker you roll and rotate the walls
the more hectic the game gets and this is
exactly what provides fun and entertainment.

You set up traps in all four corners of the
box; don’t be afraid, those traps don’t
aim to snap at your fingers! Most of the
game board is transformed into a labyrinth; the walls of the labyrinth are made
up with pieces of cutlery, knives, forks
and spoons. The rules give several versions how to set up different labyrinths,
but there is room for your own creations,
too.

Peter-Paul Joopen is known not only to
insiders of the gaming community. With
Kayanak from Haba and Maskenball der
Käfer from Selecta he has proven that he
is a master of his trade. His games have
won several awards, among them twice
Children Game of the Year. With Altamira
from Zoch he has tested his abilities also
in a game for adults and he is also writing books.

There are two relevant components in
the game, one six-sided die and the Hexbug nano. The die shows symbols for
knife, for and spoon and question mark,
which allows you to choose one of the
three cutlery pieces.

He managed very nicely to integrate this
battery-driven insect, which I still deem
to be unsellable – but probably there is a
market for everything – into a game and
in a way that is fun and enchants not only
the younger ones.

The Hexbug nano, from now on going

The cockroach really does remind you
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Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41
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of a real insect. On its 12 legs, already
mentioned, it scurries over smooth surfaces and changes direction as soon as it
meets an obstacle. When it happens that
it ends up on its back it straightens itself
easily. It can happen that it gets stuck in
a corner – all you need to do is give it a
little push and it resumes movement.
It can be of excellent use – which is easily imitated by any child (or by each adult
with a child still alive within) – to frighten
your mom. Simply switch it on and let
it loose on the kitchen table or kitchen
floor. But please keep in mind that the
electronic insects reacts similar to the living one to rolled-up newspapers, books
or to being trodden on. It even crunches like the real cockroach and leaves as
much dirt. But mopping it up is easier!
The producer is located in Greenville/
Texas and offers tracks that can reach
the size of a room. The basic marketing
idea is to provide a collector’s item that is
available in different shapes and colors.
In Europe is has not yet penetrated the
market. The cockroach contains a AG13/
LR44 battery, and Ravensburger has in
its wisdom provided a second one for a
reserve. Shops offer the battery for 5,99
Euro.
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It must of course be mentioned that the
game was nominated for Toy Award 2013
on occasion of Spielwarenmesse Nürnberg. Nominations for this award have in
past years often be an incentive for retailers to take a closer look at the nominated
products.
At the end of my review I can only give
one advice: Don’t ever play this slowly
or give other players a chance to ponder too long – because this is not how
the game works. It thrives on hectic and
chaos, and for a chance you can try the
version in which you must try to keep the
cockroach away from your trap.
Ravensburger and Peter-Paul Joopen
have managed to create a really entertaining game that has proven to be as
difficult to remove from a games table
as its living counterpart from your pantry. If one or more adults ask themselves
if this would be a game for them, too – I
have observed players who usually play
economic or conflict simulation taking
several hours to amuse themselves for
more than an hour by trying to get the
cockroach into their trap! 
Kurt Schellenbauer

INFORMATION
Designer: Peter-Paul Joopen
Artist: J. Jantner, M. Jasionowski
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2013
www.ravensburger.de

PLAYERS:

2-4
AGE:

5+

TIME:

15+

EVALUATION
Action, reaction
For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:

Quick and easy access * Fast, hectic
game * Short duration * Not only for
children
Compares to:

First game of this kind
Other editions:
Currently none

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

My rating:
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OUR REVIEW

tion of the tile in the Real Estate Market.

EXPANDING A TOWN

SUBURBIA
INTO A METROPOLIS

In Suburbia you impersonate the Mayor of
a small suburb and try to expand and develop this suburb into a huge metropolis.
Simulations on that subject are a favorite topic in computer games and have of
course also infiltrated the board game sector. You try in your game to create a better
town than your fellow players in order to
secure a win.
Before the contest for the best metropolis
can begin you must of course, as in any other game, busy yourself with preparations.
The most important of those are that each
player receives a so-called town district
board and that you place one basic tile of
Suburbs, Community Park and Heavy Factory next to it. This ensures that all mayors
start with the same conditions for trying to
do their best.
The assigning of goal tiles is of equal importance. Those goals can be, for example,
“Who has accrued the highest income at
the end of the game, or most town elements?” and will earn you additional victory points. It is important that the goal tiles
are shuffled and that each player receives
one and – after looking at it – places it facedown. In addition to those secret goals
you place open goals on the board, their
number relates to the number of players;
those goals can be completed by anybody
to score points for their towns at the end of
the game.
The starting player of a game is determined
randomly. The mechanics of the game are
very simple, but all the same each player

is given a summary for the actions in his
turn and their effects. In his turn the active
player implements four actions in a given
order: First, you must take a tile from the
Real Estate Market and use it, that is, place it
into his town borough, or he must take one
Investment Marker and place onto a tile already in his borough. The second action is
monetary; you either pay money or receive
money, this depends on your income.
In the third action the population of your
town is adjusted on the victory point track,
the changes in population numbers depend on the reputation of the town. The
final action in your turn is to draw a tile
from the stack and place it into last position
of the Real Estate Market and advance all
other tiles by one position.
Well, that was the general flow of the game,
let’s now take a closer look on the individual actions. A point of information at the beginning, victory points and population are
identical, which means, you will be the one
with the best metropolis at the end if you
have the highest population count.
In your first action you choose from two
possibilities: Take a tile or place an Investment Marker.
If you as mayor decide to expand your town
by taking a tile from the Real Estate Market
you have to pay the respective cost for this
building. The costs are the total of the basic
price for the building and a surcharge of between 0 and 10 Dollar. The exact surcharge
that you have to pay depends on the posi-

After you have bought the tile you must
construct the building in your town, that
is, place it in a way that it touches at least
one tile already in your town. You must
remember that adjacent tiles do influence
each other in many cases, and this influence can be positive or negative. When
Isabella Schranz
An interesting simulation which takes into account real
elements of urban development planning; citizen in reality, too, do not want to leave next to an industrial plant.

you place the tile into your town you also
activate the instant effect of this tile and it
is implemented.
If, for instance, you place a Suburbs tile
next to a Heavy Industry tile, the reputation
of the town falls by one point – which of
course, is only natural, what citizen wants to
live in an industrial zone. Would you place
the same tile next to a Community Park, the
reputation of the town would rise by one
point – which is equally clear, as Community Parks next to suburbs are always loved
by residents and represent good quality of
living.
Should the newly placed tile be adjacent
to more than one tile, you have of course
to deal with several effects, so you need to
choose the place considering tactical and
strategic effects.
Instead of buying a tile from the Real Estate
Market you can also acquire an additional
basic tile. This choice can be of advantage if
you do not have sufficient income and the
buildings on the Market are therefore too
expensive for you. Those basic tiles are, in
comparison, very affordable, because Suburb and Heavy Industry do have a price of
3 Dollars, while the Community Park has a
price of 4 Dollars.
Due to this advantageous price those tiles
are only available in limited quantities and
– should they be all taken – this option is no
longer available. After acquiring a basic tile
you must discard a tile from the Real Estate
Market and pay only the surcharge stated
above the tile. Of course you will remove
tiles that have no surcharge, because usually, when you have chosen that option,
you are low in funds anyway.
Should it happen that you run out of money, which unfortunately can happen – as
in reality you can end up with speculation
losses – you can acquire a Lake tile. Those
Lake tiles have two advantages: On the one
hand, they are for free – you must pay the
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There is an exception here, too – if the Lake
tile is adjacent to another Lake tile, you do
not get 2 dollars for this adjacent tile. So, in
an ideal case, nothing turns into 12 Dollars,
which you can use for further investments,
but of course only in the following round.
This described the three options that are
at your disposal if you decide on the move
of taking a tile. An alternative to this choice
of taking a tile is the place an Investment
Marker in the first phase of your turn. From
the start of the game each player has three
Investment Markers, which in the course of
the game he can place on buildings already
constructed in his town.
If you decide on this option, you choose
a tile without such a marker in your town,
place an Investment Marker there and pay
again the construction costs of the building. You take this option because you want
to double the effect of the tile; this double
effect of course is valid for the rest of the
game. In addition to the building costs for
this doubled tile you also must remove a
tile from the Real Estate market; again, this
removal only costs you the surcharge for
the chosen tile. In our test games this action was done very rarely, because its usefulness is often very limited despite the fact
that doubling an effect seems attractive.
After choosing and implementing the first
phase of your turn you pass on to your
second action. You receive or pay money,
depending on the location of your income
marker. If you cannot pay the total of your
debts you pay as much as you still own in
cash and pay for the rest of your debts by
reducing population in your town by the
remaining total of your debts. Even if unpaid debts remain, your population count
cannot fall below Zero, it will remain on
Zero. As a Mayor we do not want that result,
of course, so we need to strive for a positive
balance in our town.
In the third action phase you adjust your
population on the track. The change in
population depends on the reputation of
the town. In relation to the reputation the
marker moves up or down the track by the
corresponding number. Should the marker
cross one or more red lines in this adjustment movement, income and reputation
both will fall by one point for each red line
that was crossed.
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To develop the town is very costly for the
Mayor. If you place a tile in the first phase
and red lines are crossed you you must implement the adaption instantly.
Before the next player in turn can begin his
turn you as the active player must update
the Real Estate Market in the last phase of
your turn. You simply fill the gap that results
from removing a tile by advancing all tiles
to the left of this gap by one position to the
right. Then you draw the top tile from the
current stack and place it at the end of the
line. As a consequence, the cost for individual tiles changes, as the surcharge can fall or
completely disappear. The less the tiles cost
the more attractive they are for any mayor.
The end of the game is signaled when you
uncover the tile „only one more round“
when drawing a tile to replenish the Real
Estate Market. Upon appearance of this
tile you finish the current round in which
the tile was drawn and then a final round
is played with the starting player taking
the first turn in this final round. When the
last player has finished his turn in this final
round, you do a final scoring.
This final scoring comprises two steps: First
you evaluate and score goals and then you
can change money for population. It is important that in this final scoring you ignore
effects of crossing red lines.
First, you score the open goals. You check
which mayor is the only one to have
achieved such a goal; this mayor can then
advance his population marker by the
number stated on the tile. When nobody or
when several players have achieved a goal
no points are awarded. So, in the course of
the game, you must also pay attention to
those goals and try to be ahead there.
Then, in sequence of play, you reveal
the secret goals of each player and score
them only for their owners. Yet, again, you
only score points if you are the only one
to achieve the goal. Finally, all mayors can
change money into population, five dollars
earn you one resident.
After this final scoring you win with the
highest score on the population track.
Should there be a tie in population numbers you win with the better reputation. If
there is a tie again you win with the higher
income. Should it happen that this is identical, too, you check the remaining money in
hand. And if there is a tie then even in this
point, you either decide on a draw or play a
deciding game.
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Suburbia is a very varied game, as each
round plays differently. There are several
winning strategies: You either concentrate
on your reputation or on your income.
A deciding factor is that you must take
into account the open and secret goals in
your strategy, because those can instigate
a turnabout in the end. Always also keep in
mind the fact that a high population that is
easy to achieve also has negative effects,
because the faster you climb the population track the quicker you cross a red line.
Another nice thing is that you not necessarily need another player for a game of
Suburbia, because there are two variants
for solo play. I can only say that to win a solo
game against your robot friend is very, very
difficult and a real challenge for any player.
Suburbia is a lot of fun alone and also in a
round of several player, as it offers a lot of
interaction due to the effects of some tiles
do effect not only the active players but also
other players. So mayors should choose
wisely which buildings they want to add to
their town, because they want to achieve a
better town than all other mayors. 
Isabella Schranz

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

1-4

Designer: Ted Alspach
Artist: Klemens Franz
Price: ca. 37 Euro
Publisher: Lookout / Bézier 2012
www.lookout-spiele.de

AGE:

8+

TIME:

90+

EVALUATION
Urban development, placement
Special: 1 player
Version: de
Rules: de en it ru
In-game text: yes
Comments:

Clear, well-structured rules * Very
modern, attractive graphics * Close-toreality simulation of urban development * Solo version
Compares to:

City Tycoon and other urban development
games
Other editions:
Bézier Games, USA; uplay.it, Italy

My rating:

surcharge, though – because you simply
take a tile from the Real Estate Market and
turn it over to show the Lake side, and on
the other hand this tile earns you income,
because by placing it next to a tile you receive 2 dollars for each adjacent tile.
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the situation on the field in order to decide
how to program your actions and sometimes it is better to try a snaking or bluffing
approach in order to maximize your benefits,
especially when you think that there will be
high competition somewhere.

SAMURAI AND MERCHANT

EDO

POWER AND INFLUENCE IN JAPAN

Gamers today are very demanding, especially
after having played beautiful games, with
magnificent boards: with so many games
distributed every year I think that graphics
are more and more important as sometimes
you give just a glance at a new title and you
mentally discard it (without even testing it)
only because it has a bad look.
I purchased EDO only because some friends
told me that it was nice: something in the
middle between family games and more
complex games. So when I opened the box
for the first time I was somewhat deceived by
the map: a large cardboard square with some
colored circles inside connected by a net of
roads. The board mainly reminded me of the
old “Flipper” machines that crowded the bars
and cafés during my … green years.
But the first look may be wrong, so let’s try the
game and then make criticism: I must immediately say that the result is not enthusiastic,
but the game has some goals, and we will
not care about the scenario, totally fictive and
“pasted” to the game just to give it some exotic feel (Japan from 1603 to 1868).
Most of the components are “classic”: each
player (Daimyo) receives a set of 7 small colored wooden houses (same type as Power
Grid), 1 Trading post and 5 meeples (officials/
samurai), together with 10 coins (Ryo), 3 special Tiles (Authorization Tiles in the game), a
summary tile, a Planning board (heavy cardboard sheets with a slit in the middle where
players will put their authorization tiles) and
a scoring marker.
The box is completed with 60 resources
(wooden pieces to represent rice, wood and
stones), 12 “Neutral” officials, 8 “neutral” fortresses, coins in different values ( 1-2-5-10-60
Ryo), 10 Merchant tiles, 12 Special Authorization Tiles, 24 Profit tiles and a some special
markers (First player, Merchant, Cover tiles).
The board is double face: one side (for 2 or 3
players) shows fours towns (Edo in the middle
of the map and three other cities around it),
6 “entrance” spaces for the Samurai and 15
smaller colored circles (3 blue River spaces,
3 yellow Rice fields , 3 brown Forests, 3 grey
Quarries and 3 white Roads). The back of the
Map shows seven towns (with Edo in the middle, of course) and the same number of extra
circles that are connected by a network of
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roads. Each of the towns is surrounded by 10
cases where the players will build their houses
and trading posts in order to gain money and
Power Points (PP).
Before starting the first turn you have to turn
on the first Merchant Tile (activate it for that
turn) showing also the following one so everybody will know in advance which trading
possibilities are available in the next turn.
Then players are allowed to either place a
house in one empty city or select one of the
5 resource packages that are offered for free
(with a mix of resources and/or money). If you
selected a package you are then allowed (as
a second free action) to place a house in an
empty city, but if you already placed a house
Pietro Cremona
Edo is yet another worker placement game with some
chrome that needs a learning curve of four to five games
to be fully enjoyed.

in the first free action you have to select one
of the remaining packages.
The sequence of play is very simple:
- Secretly program your THREE actions
- Perform those actions
- Collect resources and income
And repeat this sequence until one or more
player gains at least 12 PP or if the Merchant
Tiles deck is exhausted.
The PROGRAM PHASE is the most original of
the game: you were initially assigned three
square “Authorization tiles” and each of them
has 4 different actions depicted, one in each
side. To program your action you have to insert your three tiles into your Planning Board,
knowing that you may only perform the actions depicted on the bottom sides. In order
to activate the tiles and thus execute the related actions you must assign one or more
of your officials to each of them. Some of the
actions may be performed only once per turn,
some more than once (this is clearly stated on
the pictogram), and some require TWO officials to perform ONE action.
Of course the different actions have been
cleverly printed on each Authorization tile:
therefore you cannot perform three VERY
GOOD actions, because they are all on the
same tile (and you may select only one side,
remember?). So you need to look very well at

You secretly assign your officials to each tile
(you may also leave some tiles empty and
concentrate in just one of them with all your
available officials) and then the first player
reveal his first Action Tile, performing that action, followed by all the other players. After
this phase the first players shows and performs his second action and so on.
The available ACTIONS are:
Authorization Tile nr. 1
- Money (max 4 activations): you get 5 Ryo per
official
- Rice (max 4): you get 1 Rice per Official
- Building with 2 officials (max 2): you may
build one house or one trading post in a city
where you have a Samurai, but only if you use
2 officials on the tile (and 1 Samurai in the
city) per building
- Wood (max 4): you get 1-2-3 “Wood” resources if you have a Samurai in a Forest case
Authorization Tile nr. 2
- Rice (max 4): you get 1-2-3 “Rice” resources if
you have a Samurai in a Rice Field case
- Recruitment (max 1): you get 1 “Neutral” Official
- Stone (max 4): you get 1-2-3 “Stone” resources if you have a Samurai in a Quarry case
- Building with 1 official (max 4): you may
build one house or one trading post in a city
where you have a Samurai (using 1 official
and 1 samurai per building).
Authorization Tile nr. 3
- Travel (max 3): you may send on Official to
the map (he becomes a Samurai) or move up
to 2 Samurai already on the map
- Rice (max 4): you get 1-2-3 “Rice” resources if
you have a Samurai in a Rice Field case
- Development (max 1): You may purchase for
5 Ryo 1 Special Authorization Tile
- Trading (max 2): you may get 1 PP or receive
1 or more resources if you have one or more
Samurai in the same case with the Merchant
As you see the only resource that you may
find in EACH authorization is “Rice” and we
will see later why rice is so important. You also
have the “Building” action in two different authorizations. All the other items are available
only once … unless you buy (with the Development action) some Special Authorization
tiles where you find the same actions but
more powerful (for example: 10 Ryo instead
of 5; double the stones and/or wood; take one
extra rice when you get it; etc.) together with

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41
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some new opportunities (for example: sell 1
authorization for 30 Ryo; buy three Rice for
7 Ryo; etc.). Note that Special Authorizations
have only TWO action printed on the tile instead of the usual four.
Before revealing one of your Actions you are
allowed to move your Samurai (or the Merchant) on the map, paying 1 Ryo per case:
this is fundamental as most of the resources
are gained only if you have a Samurai on the
case that you wish to use. Rice Fields, Forests
and Quarries offers a number of resources
proportional to the number of Samurai in
the related cases: so if there is only 1 Samurai
you get 3 resources, with 2 Samurai you get 2
resources and with 3 Samurai you get only 1
resource. Of course sometimes “kind” players
move their Samurai in those cases just to reduce the “benefits” for the other players. Note
that you may move your Samurai before an
action, then you may move the same Samurai
to a different case before executing another
action, and so on.
It is fundamental to have at least 2 Samurais
always on the map … but they must be fed,
so at the end of each turn you have to pay 1
Rice per Samurai or take some or all of them
back in your hand (this may be a forced move
if you do not have enough rice in your stock):
for that reason rice is by far the most important resource (and this is the reason for which
it is available on all the three basic authorizations)
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you have your trading post AND your Samurai
you may perform BOTH trading offers of the
merchant tile.
When all the players finish their actions they
have to decide if and how many Samurai to
leave on the map, paying the related amount
of rice. Then you may finally get some money.
Each city grants money to the players that
placed there one or more buildings: this money is shared between those players considering their INFLUENCE in the city. Each house
grants 1 Influence Point (IP) to its owner and
each trade post 2 IP. Fortresses do not belong
to anybody (they are “neutral” and are used
only to give those “heavy” 3 PP). The player
with most IP gets the higher share of money
and the other players receive a different
share, according to the second and third rank.
The total amount of available money and the
shares are decided at the beginning of the
game randomly selecting the PROFIT TILES
for EDO (colored in pink) and for the other 3
cities (tiles colored in pale green). Example:
EDO got a tile showing 12 / 10 + 4 / 8 + 6 + 2:
this means that if there is only one player in
Edo he gets 12 Ryo; in case of two players the
one with most IP will get 10 Ryo and the other
only 4; if 3/4 players are in EDO the first will get
8 Ryo, the second 6 and the third only 2.
The turn ends discarding the current MERCHANT TILE, activating the following one and
turning on another tile from the deck. And everything starts again as we have seen.

To build a house (or the trading post) in a city
you must play a Building Action and have a
Samurai on that city for each construction:
if, for example, you wish to build 2 houses in
EDO you must play one of the Building Tiles
with two (or four) Officials and move 2 Samurai to Edo. Then you must pay the building
cost in resources and money: each house cost
1 Stone, 2 woods and 5 Ryo (while the trading post cost 5 woods and 15 Ryo). Then you
put your building in the first available case
around the selected city and you immediately
get some PP (1PP for each house or 2 PP for
the trading post). If a City already has at least
two houses (the color is not important) each
player may also build a Fortress that has a
cost of 5 stones and 20 Ryo, but immediately
grants 3 PP.

The game finish when, at the end of a turn,
at least one player reaches 12 PP or if the last
Merchant Tile is discarded. If you do not have
at least 1 house in Edo you automatically lose
the game.
All the other players add to their actual score:
- 1 PP for each samurai still on the map
- 1 PP for each amount of 50 Ryo that they
own
The player with most PP obviously wins.

Trading may be a very interesting action: in
order to use it you have to place the Trading Authorization on your Planning board
and move the Merchant and/or one of your
Samurai in the same case. Then for each Official you may perform one of the two available
trading actions depicted on the merchant tile:
pay Ryo in exchange for Resources or pay Ryo
for 1 PP or pay resources for 1 PP. If you succeed in bringing the Merchant in a city where

Racing for those extra “Neutral” Officials initially seemed really important … but we soon
realized that 1 or 2 were enough and it was
much better to fight to get the best Special
Authorization tiles in order to give extra flexibility to our hand.
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The first two or three games left us with a
mixed feeling: “Another worker placement
game with some chrome, OK, but nothing
really special”. Then we realized that the Merchant tiles are very important to gain extra
resources at the beginning and extra PP in the
middle and end-game phases.

the other arrive … but also we understood
that building at least one house in another’s
player city significantly reduced his own share
of money.
Combos are also important: you may program your three Authorizations in order to
make “chained” actions and thus maximize
your profit (or your PPs).
In the middle of the game high competition
arise for the control of the cities: not only you
gain 1 PP for each house, but you may win the
Influence on that city to get more money …
and so on.
We have to admit that EDO has a learning
curve of at least 4-5 games before you may
really enjoy it. And you must program your
moves at the best every turn, always keeping an eye at what your opponents can do
to slow you down consistently (example: you
planned to take at least 2 wood from one
forest, but when your turn arrives you find 3
Samurai inside and you only get 1 resource
… unless you used the Special action with +1
resource, etc.).
Ok, it is another worker placement game …
but with some chrome !!! 
Pietro Cremona

INFORMATION
Designer: Louis und Stefan Malz
Artist: C. Stephan, M. Fiedler
Price: ca. 45 Euro
Publisher: Queen Games 2012
www.queen-games.de

PLAYERS:

2-4
AGE:

12+
TIME:

60+

EVALUATION
Worker Placement
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr jp nl ru
In-game text: no
Comments:

Good concise rules * Several games
needed to “learn” the game * Pure
Worker placement * Rather forced
topic
Compares to:

Yedo and other Worker placement games
with a Japanese topic
Other editions:
International multi-language edition,
Queen Games

The we discovered that being the first to
build in a City with an interesting Profit Tile
may grant some extra money to you before

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41
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INTERVIEW WITH

KLEMENS FRANZ
AUSTRIAN GAMES ILLUSTRATOR

We talked to Klemens Franz (KF) on 20th of
May 2013 at Atelier 198, Bad Gleichenberg,
Styria.
Klemens Franz was born on April 17th,
1979 at Graz. After elementary school and
four years in high school he attended HTBLVA HTBLVA Graz-Ortweinschule für Kunst
und Gestaltung (Art and Design) for five
Years. His chosen course was Plastic Design
(sculpting). Currently he lives in a big house
at Gleichenberg together with his wife Andrea – they got married eight years ago –
and their four children.
WIN: Good morning, Klemens. Thank you
for having us here today in beautiful Bad
Gleichenberg. Did you already know what
you wanted for a profession when you were
still a child? If yes, which one?
KF: In Elementary school I wanted to be an
astronaut. This was due to Space Lego! On
my first day in school I wore a sweater with
an astronaut motive, I still remember this
vividly. Later I was more inclined towards
the film industry. This was also the reason
for attending Ortweinschule, because they
offered a course on audio-visual media. But
– things turned out a bit differently from
what was planned.
WIN: And the moment you knew that you
wanted to be an illustrator or graphic artist?
KF: I did not know it, it happened! I was always quite good in drawing, for school I hat
aimed at the graphics sector, despite having chosen another genre. Then – besides
my studies – I took courses in IT and BWL
– I worked as a graphic artist in an agency
and after university I drifted into the board
game genre by chance. I did have a few
prototypes myself which I had “glossed up”
a bit. The design of games has always been
something I did have fun with. But there
never was a moment when I woke up in
the morning, drenched in sweat after an intense dream and knew that I wanted to be a
board game illustrator.
WIN: Can you explain the difference between a graphic designer and an illustrator
for us?
KF: Yes, in the way I define the difference
for myself, because in technical literature
it’s again different, but for me, personally,
the difference or the separation comes out
of linguistics – the illustrator is the one who
does the drawing. He does the pictures,
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he does the playing pieces and he paints
the images, so to say. The graphic designer
is the one who provides the setting for all
this – he is the one who does the layout,
the design of the cards. This might be something similar to illustration, but all in all it is a
graphics work. Absolutely belonging to the
graphic sector is the typesetting of rules,
the preparing of the box, all the pre-printing
stage, to prepare everything for printing.
Someone who illustrates needs a certain
artistic, designing talent, he must be able to
draw. The graphic designer must not necessarily be able to draw, he needs an eye for
design, needs creativity, but he has the tools
in hand to do rules or the layout for cards.
WIN: And you are more illustrator than
graphic designer?
KF: This always depends on the job or task.
For smaller publishers I usually do this in
dual role, because it is simpler and easier. In
bigger publishing houses this is very often
separate. I have sometimes done illustrations only, which is rare, but does happen,
and from time to time I also have pure
graphics tasks.

So he told me, well your work samples! And
I told him, that I didn’t have something like
that but that I could forward a few samples.
We kept on talking, about farms and the
Middle Ages. I should send him a few illustration. I did it, and the result was Agricola.
This was my first job, my first order, and for
me the gateway into the genre.
WIN: Most people will know you from Agricola, was this your biggest order so far, or,
on the other hand, your biggest success?
KF: Definitely the biggest success! The biggest order – well, that depends on how
you define big. It was probably the one
with most working hours, according to the
amount of illustrations, but Le Havre, as regards to amount, is only a teeny weeny bit
behind.
WIN: Besides your illustration work, what
other kinds of work do you do?
KF: After work in the house (laughs), which
is simply absolutely essential, there is really
rather little time left. Until a few years ago I
was teaching at Fachhochschule (University
of Applied Science), in the genre of New
Media and Multi Media Technology. But
both jobs took up too much time, I had do
decide on one orientation. Otherwise, just
family, jobwise there is no time left for anything else.

WIN: Have you ever had role models? Comics’ illustrators or classic painters?
KF: No, not at all, really. In the board game
genre I got a positive impression of Franz
Vohwinkel, because he was the first to “live”
the profession. He was very widely visible
and has done many fantastic things. And
also Doris from Doris und Frank, who has a
very individual, lively panache with her very
cute illustrations.

WIN: You sometimes also write for „Die
Presse“?
KF: Oh, yes, you are right – sometimes I forget about that (laughs). I quite like to write
and also got into this rather by chance. I
write for “Die Presse” in irregular intervals.
On Sundays the have a feuilleton „Spielen
und mehr“. On top of that I sometimes write
for a free journal that deals with all matters
concerning retro computers. Because of this
and because of Agricola an editor of “Die
Presse” took notice of me and then did ask
me if I would like to write for them.

WIN: How did you acquire your first job in
the board game genre and which game was
it?
KF: That was pure coincidence. In 2006
Lookout Spiele invited tenders for illustrations, for Drachenbändiger von Zavandor,
a card game. They wanted pictures of dragons. I sent them two dragons. One, that I
took very great pains with, and one that I
had jotted down in-between rather casually, and my wife told me to send this one,
too, and this was the one who won first
prize. This was the first card in a game that
showed a small drawing of mine. Hanno
Girke did invite all those who did participate
to Essen to meet them. And he asked me,
where is your portfolio? I looked at him and
said, which portfolio are you talking about?

WIN: You also mentioned once that you
work for Lookout, what is your job there?
KF: The background story is this, that there
were changes at Lookout Spiele on the personal side last year. Hanno Girke, the boss,
did take up a position in civil life (he resumed teaching) and had to scale down his
work as regards to the publishing company.
So, the question was, how does Lookout go
on and how can one organize that quickly?
So I try to do a bit more of what I did anyhow, and on top of that do one task or the
other. Editorial office sounds so grand – this
is a small company and at the moment it
means that I look at and look after prototypes, with which, at the moment, I am far
and heavily behind schedule. So many prototypes are arriving and one does not want

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41
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to refute them overall, but then sit around
for half or three quarters of a year before
you get a chance to test them. This is always
a “headache” situation, because I can still
remember my own prototypes. After two
months one gets itchy and maybe checks
up with the editorial office. Sifting through
prototypes and as regards to standard editorial work the situation is different for each
game.
When a game is done in cooperation with a
foreign partner and this partner already has
completed the game already there will be
not much editorial work to do. Also, when I
work on a new game by Uwe Rosenberg, as
I do just now, then I also have not much editorial work, because Uwe knows his games
so much better than I. A lot of work and organizing has to be done when first printing
issues are involved. You have to check the
number of language you want to print the
game in, who wants to join in with the first
edition, etc.
WIN: Which label would you attach to your
current profession?
KF: Probably games illustrator is nearest to
reality.
WIN: As you mentioned it yourself – did
you try your hand at inventing/designing
games yourself?
KF: Yes, that was basically my entry into the
genre. I did design games, and as it happens,
the idea comes rather quickly, but testing
the game is the part where I sometimes lack
persistence. But all games that I did present
to publishers at least have always been considered for publication. Maybe the reason
was that they are usually much prettier than
other prototypes. All in all, it haven’t been
many, only two or three. Here, locally, I did
a children game for a regional network with
a topic of regional economics, cash flow in
the region.

your opinion, should hold the rights?
KF: Boah, catch-22 question! Difficult Topic.
I talked with several people about this, and I
do not want to give a definite answer. What
you realize when you work in games development is that many people are involved in
making a game. There is the game designer,
his achievement should not be belittled, on
the contrary, but game development only
works if I have lots of game testers, From
those groups of testers there will come a
lot of feedback and input, it is a dialogue all
in all. The game designer must be the one
who coordinates it, who is directing it as
regards to game mechanism, but the input
comes from several people. Then there are
the people who implement the game, the
editors who sometimes massively interfere
as regards to game mechanics. Then there
are the graphic designers and illustrators
who provide a certain feeling for the game.
All in all a lot of people are involved there.
The situation that one single person is really
the only origin of the game idea and game
mechanism is rather rare. My assessment is
that one would have to rethink the whole
problem for the genre of board games. I can
easily follow the arguments of both sides
and I think one must develop a joint answer.
WIN: What are the projects you are currently
working on?
KF: At the moment I have two games from
Lookout Spiele on my desk. One of them is
Bremerhaven, the debut game of Robert
Auerochs, which is already in a fairly advances stage, albeit having to take a break
to rethink certain production-related issues,
as resources and production costs have
risen a bid again last year. For some time I
have been working also on Agricola Die
Höhlenbauern by Uwe Rosenberg where
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we are advancing quite nicely, too. That are
the two big jobs, besides a few other Lookout project and the one or other project for
small and smallest publishers – those are
things close to my heart, because for such
a publisher one’s work has a totally different
feeling, you have much more freedom.
WIN: Is there a deadline for Agricola Die
Höhlenbauern or Bremerhaven?
KF: The have to be published for Essen. The
deadline is set by the producer, the printer.
They need some time, which can get difficult in summer, because all publishers, especially the small ones, produce at relatively
short notice.
WIN: You just mentioned that you have
more freedom with smaller publishers?
How stringently are you given parameters
for illustrations from designers and publishers?
KF: That’s very different. With Höhlenbauern, for instance, the parameter was that it
should be recognizable as belonging to the
Agricola family. With Bremerhaven we did
ponder a lot about the direction we want to
take, did try out several thins, and the idea
was born to go for a visual likeness to Le
Havre, as it is again the topic of harbor economics, the same publisher, albeit a different designer. It is not meant to be deceptive
packaging, not at all, despite having met
with some critical consideration, especially
in the forums. Is is a beautiful, rounded-out
game, not as complex as Le Havre, but challenging all the same, featuring nice, partly
known mechanisms. Most publishers know
what they want before inviting a designer.
For instance, if they want a painting for a
playing board I am probably the wrong
one, but publishers know this and will prob-

WIN: The name of the game was „Euro, bleib im Vulkanland (Euro, remain in Volcano
County)?
KF: (laughs) Exactly; and is was also regionally produces, as far as possible. This was
rather interesting – to see, what is possible
in a region what is not? Where do you clash
with certain toy safety regulation of EU origin? Which means, that I cannot have small
wooden cubes manufactured from the
carpenter next door, because there are so
many regulation imposed which force you
to buy the cubes elsewhere. The project
was rather challenging and did sell quite
well.
WIN: As regards to copyright/intellectual
property conflict between designers and
publishers? What is your position? Who, in
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ably not ask me. There is a stock of mutual
knowledge of what you are getting into.

other jobs. So I had to decline it. A sad moment.

WIN: How much of an influence has the
background story of a game or the mechanism of game for you as an illustrator? How
important are both for you to enable to do
a good illustration of the game?
KF: Usually I like to play a game before I do
illustrations for, but this is not always possible. I have never played Agricola before illustrating. In this case you must simply work
with the knowledge of editors and designer
what will work and what will not work. For
me it is very important to know the exact
status of the prototype. With Uwe Rosenberg games, for instance, I do not change a
lot as regards to layout, design and set-up of
the elements, because Uwe knows exactly
where an element has to be.

WIN: Do you have a personal favorite genre?
Jobwise or in private?
KF: Well, I could come up with something
extraordinary, like alien killer vegetables, or
something like that, but --- boah, that’s difficult. Medieval times, of course, are a topic
that is very much present in the board game
industry. This is simply a topic where one
feels at home in. Otherwise, well, Science
Fiction would be a challenge for once, I have
not yet done anything within this genre, for
which I also have a private leaning. On the
other hand, there are some topics, which
basically would be hard for me to do, but I
have already done a soccer game – I am an
avowed denier of soccer and have yet always wanted to do a soccer game and I was
given the opportunity. That was nice. You
have to bite the bullet sometimes, simply
do things you would not normally do but
which are a challenge all the same. Exactly
because of those reasons!

WIN: How do you get and develop your
ideas for illustrations? Do you need to immerse yourself in the topic?
KF: If would be nice to have time for something like that. It really would be an enormous luxury to be able to prepare oneself
long and intensely for a project and to do
some reading to get into the right mood.
That much time is not always available. Of
course, you do some research, especially
for historic games, what people looked
like, for instance, and so on. Luckily one has
quite a lot of latitude, nobody is very strict
on this, with the exception of some BoardGameGeek users. They are rather critical
and write to the publisher and write you a
private email that the coin does not come
from the right era. But I do want to touch
old sore spots. (laughs)
WIN: How does the cooperation with designers work in general? Is there intensive
communication between illustrator and
designer?
KF: This always depends on the publisher.
There are publishers who say, the game is
with us, this need not interest the designer
or he should not trouble himself with that
part. The spectrum spans no communication at all with the designers to a quasieditorial role of the designer who provides
a lot of input.
WIN: You already mentioned that you get
enough jobs to do. Has it happened that
you had to decline a job? Due to various
reasons?
KF: Yes, unfortunately. The first time really
hurts, it is a very, very ugly feeling. The first
time for me was a request from Amigo, the
subject was a card and dice game. I had to
tell them that I would love to do it, but that
I cannot manage it in the time-frame that
they requested because I was engaged on
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WIN: As to the technical side of things, do
you use a graphics tablet for illustrating, for
instance?
KF: In the meantime, yes, nearly, exclusively.
Earlier on I did many things manually, scanning and adapting, but work has shifted
strongly towards graphics

always open so that the children can come
in. They have a desk, there, too. The eldest is
doing his homework there. In the morning
all children that are at home come in and
we listen to an audio drama together. You
can easily work while that is playing. In the
beginning I had a few nerve storms, a few
displays of temper. (Laughs). But you rise
to the occasion, you learn to shut out certain things. There are situations, too, when I
state clearly that I need to be left alone. My
children have a funny idea of what working means (laughs). Papa is at home, papa
draws and can leave his computer anytime,
which surely is not the normal state of
things.
WIN: Which project gave you most pleasure
so far?
KF: I always like it very much when someone lets me illustrate a children game. This
is something I love to do. Unfortunately it
does not often happen, because the market
as regards to children games is pretty much
covered. I did something in this genre for
Kosmos and Piatnik, it is a nice thing, because it is something that you can hand on
instantly to your children or where you can
give the specimen copies to kinder garden
or school. There is an intense relation to this,
maybe because I do it very rarely.

WIN: What is your daily routine? Tell us
about a normal working day of Klemens
Franz!
KF: Well, that also depends a bit on the season and on the amount of jobs. But in the
working season, which means in February,
March or April, the day starts relatively early. I usually rise at about four o’clock in the
morning, if necessary even earlier. And let
me state that I am not a night owl! But for
the first two hours I have peace and quiet, I
check and answer e-mails or do urgent tasks
or tasks for which I need to be undisturbed.
That is rather nice. And for the remainder
of the day I work, too. Depending on how
much there is to do it can go on till ten or
eleven, but that’s the utmost limit. In extreme cases it can go on until far into the
night, but then I do not rise that early. On
hot days, not as regards to temperature, but
as regards to urgency or volume of jobs, I
work all day, interrupted, by breakfast, lunch
or putting children to bed.

WIN: After all those questions on your professional work – can you relax with playing
games? Do you have a favorite game?
KF: Well, yes, in a way. It must suit the moment, my head must be clear, I need a
certain amount of serenity for it. To calm
down, to relax it often is not the ideal solution, sometimes a book is better or watching something on the screen in the evening. I do play games a lot, more and more
prototypes, too, which are a challenge by
themselves. And yes, I have a lot of favorite
games, for instance I have played a lot of
Catan, and have fond memories of the old
Civilization. And I have played a lot of Carcassonne. Those are a kind of classics that
always work for me. I played a lot of Agricola
and – at the moment, due to family reasons
and due to the fact that my son is a very bad
loser – I play a lot of cooperative games. And
finally, I quite like Defenders of the Realm,
which is a huge game and holds a veritable
plethora of components. We usually play it
once a year for my birthday and it takes few
hours. This is my birthday present.

WIN: As an artist you are in the fortunate
position to work from home. You are a father
of four, how do you manage that. Surely, to
be an artist needs a bit of quiet, too?
KF: That’s an error. It depends or on your approach and I also could grow into it. For me
it is important, that my office, my studio, is

WIN: What is your attitude towards playing
games with your children? Are there collective play days or something similar?
KF: This is something we are working at. At
the moment is more a thing of demand. The
children are eight, six, and four and about
one year old, which means they are in very

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41
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different phases of their development, and
playing with all of them at the same time
does not work yet. At weekends it often
happens that the eldest stays up longer in
the evening and may play something with
up, often games which you did not have on
your list, but which work well or are liked
well. All may join in in those, even the eldest
joins in “Tempo, kleine Schnecke” where you
roll color dice and simply move the snails
depending on what you rolled. Things like
that seem to be things that they can grow
into. Bad moments are those when I have so
much to do that I do not have time and they
come and say, “Papa, let’s play something” –
that keeps nagging at you!
WIN: You have illustrated a lot of games already, probably a few dozen. And you have
mentioned that sometimes you do play a
game of Agricola. How does it feel to play
one’s own game, when you look at your
own creations?
KF: It is a wonderful feeling, to be honest.
It is a fantastic emotion and I look forward
to it very much – sometimes you get to the
point when you say, I don’t like the prototype anymore, I want to play the finished
game. And it is a curious moment when
you put a game on the table that you were
meant to illustrate but which you had to
decline.
WIN: What about the big games fairs? For
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instance, at Spiel in Essen where surely you
are often recognized by some enthusiastic
gamer, probably most often a fan of Agricola, and are maybe asked for an autograph,
do you feel awkward or pleased?
KF: I must confess, it doesn’t happen too
often. The advantage of the games business is - and that is the reason so many like
it so well – that so many involved in it are
so close. Which means it isn’t like there being stars and starlet which have their head
in the clouds ways above the common folk
and drop an autograph here and there. It
is not at all like this. You do know very few
faces. You might meet at a games table and
suddenly realize, oh’ that’s so and so. And it
is a lovely compliment when people then
ask for an autograph. But the best thing
about games fairs is to walk around anonymously and simply watch people sitting at
tables and having fun with a game in which
you were involved.
WIN: What else would you like to achieve?
Professionally and personally? Where do
you see yourself in ten years?
KF: (laughs) This question I have always
answered in job interviews very unsatisfactorily with „If I would know this I would not
feel challenged anymore. (Thinks a bit). Well,
I have no visions currently. This year I must
see how the Lookout Spiele involvement
goes, with the extended range of tasks.
One goal would be one that is not really

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.
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visible on the outside, that I can manage
everything better internally, that is on the
time side of things. There is still room for
improvement so that there are fewer bottlenecks, that I can even it out more over the
whole year. But there is your bad inner self,
there is that time after Essen, which is a bit
less congested, when one would have time
to work at things, but which are also the
days where one lets go a bit.
Otherwise, it would of course be nice when
I could go on earning my living with it and
upkeep my family; to achieve this would be
super, everything else would be a bonus.
WIN: One more question at the end. On
which game classic, asides from Agricola,
would you like to see your name?
KF: (ponders) There was a time when I excessively played Malefiz with my wife, often
assisted by a bottle of red wine. That somehow was Speed Malefiz, the whole purpose
was roll and move fast. To redesign Malefiz,
that would have its own allure.
WIN: Then, many thanks for this interview
and for making time for us. We wish you
continuous success and a lot of fun when
developing games.
KF: Thank you!
The interview was recorded by Astrid Willim
and Christian Huber. 
Astrid Willim und Christian Huber
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u CHAMPION / CHROMINO

CHAMPION
OF THE GREAT HORSE RACE
Vitakraft offers a wide range of
items for pets and did present
a range of race games for cats,
dogs and rabbits at Essen 2011.
This year in Modena the latest
addition to the series was presented, a big game on horse
racing.
You start the game with a stable
for six horses, three horses in
the stable and one horse play-

8

ing piece at the start as well as
25.000 $ capital; the race track is
chosen and prepared according
to requirements.
You place secret bets on your
horse for win or place and put
the betting slip and your bid into
the Derby Office. Then all roll in
turn and move their horse piece
accordingly. On a Derby Card
spot you must draw a card and

CHROMINO
RED AND YELLOW
NEXT TO RED AND YELLOW
Chromino is a domino-related
placement game, which has
seen editions in several companies; currently it is re-released
with a new package design from
Asmodee as a Jubilee Edition.
The game features 75 Chromino
tiles – each made up from three
squares in a row, which can show
up to three out of five possible
colors – and five chameleon tiles
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- each showing two colors and a
symbol in the middle square. The
aim of the game is to be first to
shed all your tiles.
One chameleon tile is placed for
a starting tile; all other tiles are
placed in the bag and you draw
eight tiles. In Turn you place a
tile in a ways that you achieve
a minimum of two contacts between squares of the same color.

implement it; for the obstacles
you need to roll certain numbers
in order to jump over the. If you
draw the black “take a fall” card
you drop out of the current race.
20 spots in front of the finish line
the risk part of the track begins
and you decide if you want to
use the 6- or 20-sided die; the
20-sided die can be used twice
in the race to move backwards,
you discard a risk chip for this.
You need not reach the finish
line with an exact roll, just cross
it. The race ends when all horses
have crossed the finish line. Now
the bets are paid out and a new
race begins.
After bets are paid out you can
if necessary sell a horse from
your stable or buy a new horse
for your stable; you win if you
are first to fill your stable with six
horses.
This game is a champion as regards to flair and components,
the head of the Derby Office
decides which race track is used,
gallop or hurdle track – all in all
a beautiful game for the family,
and not only for horse lovers. 

INFORMATION

Contacts between squares of different colors are not allowed. If
you do not hold a tile that you
can place you draw one from
the bag and can place it if possible. You must turn over your
last tile so that the other players
can assess your chances to win.
When you place your last tile you
win, but the round is finished so
that there is a tie for winning, if
someone else should discard his
last tile, too. You cannot place a
chameleon as the winning tile.
As a variant you can score each
tile that you place. Tiles are assigned a value equal to the number of their colors, and you add
the value of the newly placed
tile to the value of the tiles it
touches. A variant for children is
listed, too; you ignore the middle
square and simply play Dominoes.
Chromino offers a beautiful, attractive and good family game,
you can vary the degree of difficulty and also play alone; it is
an ideal introductory game into
the genre of abstract placement
games. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

50+

Designer: Heiko Wührmann
Grafik: A. Focke, K.-H. Knief
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Vitakraft
www.vitakraft.de

EVALUATION
Horse racing game
For families
Version: multi
Rules: de fr it nl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Very beautiful sturdy
components * Brochure
telling history of horse racing * Nicely mixed standard
mechanisms * Very concise
rules
Compares to:
All games on horse racing
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1-8

AGE:

6+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Louis Abraham
Grafik: not stated
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Asmodee 2013
www.de.asmodee.de

EVALUATION
Placement game
For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en es
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition; first edition
1999, first at Asmodee in
2009 * Attractive components * Simple rules * Level
of difficulty easily varied
Compares to:
Domino, Einfach Genial and other
placement games
Other editions:
Currently none
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DER KLEINE PRINZ
MEIN ZUHAUSE IST ZU KLEIN
The Little Prince needs a home
for his animals and each player
constructs an individual planet
for him. There are four stacks
with 20 tiles each, for inner planet parts, ascending and descending crescent tiles for the planet
rims and persons; depending on
the number of players different
numbers of tiles are used. The
starting player of each round

8

chooses one stack and draws
tiles equal to the number of players. He chooses one of those tiles
and hands the rest to a player of
his choice who in turn chooses
a tile and then a player, and so
on. If you take the last tile, you
are starting player for the next
round. When placing your tiles
beware of volcanoes and baobabs: If you must place the third

DIE FÜRSTEN VON CATAN
GOLDENE ZEITEN

The principality of each player
is laid out. You roll 2 dice for resources and an event for both
players. Then you use cards from
your hand for actions or expansion of the realm, settlements
and cities score victory points.
This expansions needs the core
game to play and comprises
three theme sets: Zeit der Entdecker / Era of Explorers, with
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50 cards and six ships, Zeit der
Weisen / Era of Sages with 41
cards and Zeit des Wohlstands
/ Era of Prosperity with 34 cards.
The cards of this set carry a text
marker for their placement location in addition to the color
marking.
Metropolises are part of the
draw pile, but cannot be attacked or destroyed. Marker

PLAYED FOR YOU

baobab into your planet display
you must turn over all tiles showing baobabs, the symbols on
those tiles will not be scored. If
you have the most volcanoes at
the end you lose points equal to
the number of volcanoes. After
16 rounds each player has laid
out a complete planet in a 4x4
grid.
Now you score your planet for
persons in relation to sunsets,
lantern posts, turned-over tiles,
visible baobabs, sheep varieties,
sheep colors, animal varieties,
big stars and tiles without volcanoes as well as number of roses
and you win with the highest
score.
As enchanting as Saint-Exupery’s
original, using his drawings and
featuring a simple game mechanisms offering an astonishing
amount of tactics for an apparent children’s game – what do
I choose? I can only place four
persons! No, better not a volcano
but – a glance to the neighbor –
better than a baobab which I
will leave to him, he has got two
already! A superb game, excellently done! 

INFORMATION

cards mark the player’s status
and are only affected directly,
they can be transferred anytime
to another landscape.
The concept of Foreign cards
is also used; they are placed in
your rival’s realm but can only
be used or destroyed by the
player who placed them. In Era
of Explorers the ocean tiles are
laid out and must be discovered
by using ships, which offer the
action of discovery or mission.
In Era of Sages you use the currency of Wisdom points in the
guise of owls to influence events
and use improved choices for access to the draw pile. The Sages
are landscape expansions. In
Era of Prosperity you make your
people happy and reign wisely,
you look after education, health
and art; discontented citizen can
counter with a revolt; contentment is measured with stars for
satisfaction points.
What goes for Age of Darkness
also goes for Age of Enlightenment – if you play Rivals for
Catan you want to live through
the Age of Enlightenment with
them! 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

25+

Designer: A. Bauza, B. Cathala
Grafik: Antoine de Saint-Exupery
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Heidelberger 2013
www.heidelbaer.de

EVALUATION
Placement game
For families
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr gr jp pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Enchanting design * Simple
rules * Surprising amount
of tactic * Implements the
mood of the book
Compares to:
Placement games with symbol
scoring
Other editions:
Ludonaute, France; also editions in
Japan, Greece, Poland and Spain

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

10+

TIME:

75+

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Grafik: M. Menzel, M. Kienle
Price: ca. 16 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2012
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Card game
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Second expansion featuring three Theme sets *
Needs basic game to play *
New card design with text
markers for placement
Compares to:
Die Fürsten von Catan
Other editions:
The Rivals for Catan: Age of Enlightenment, Mayfair
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u DIE KUTSCHFAHRT ZUR TEUFELSBURG / DIE SCHLACHTEN VON WESTEROS

DIE KUTSCHFAHRT ZUR TEUFELSBURG
DIE DUNKLE PROPHEZEIUNG
The passengers of the coach are
members of two powerful secret
societies and try to find their allies. Information is acquired by
exchanging items. Each player
has an open character card and
a secret occupation card. In a
move you can pass, barter an
object or attack a fellow player or
announce victory. For an attack
players in turn announce alle-

giance for attacker or defender,
then one can use characteristics of occupations or objects.
The attacker scores swords, the
defender for shields, the higher
total wins. The winner learns the
truth about profession and society of the looser or takes a look
at his luggage. If a player thinks
that his society has the necessary objects and owns at least

DIE SCHLACHTEN VON WESTEROS
HAUS BARATHEON
TRUPPEN-ERWEITERUNG

Military conflicts on Westeros,
based on „The Game of Thrones“
and on the BattleLore system
designed by Richard Borg! The
scenarios all have individual victory conditions and the rounds
of a scenario comprise the
phases Reactivating, Organizing, Command including command markers and command
card and Regrouping including
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status, victory points, checking
of victory condition, discarding
of resources, morale and round
marker adjustment.
House Baratheon Army Expansion introduces Baratheon a new
Great House on Westeros; it comprises an additional board, six
units for a Baratheon army, eight
new scenarios and new rules for
a game with more than two play-

one of them he can announce
victory. When he names the correct owners of the objects, the
team has won.
The expansion introduces the
mysterious stranger, Mei Yogen
as a new character; plus new occupations and events depending
on the number of players, with
effects on one or several players.
For cards with action you can use
the action of the event card instead of the standard action. One
player as Coachman draws an
event, reads it out and decides
if it happens; the role of Coachman can move to other players.
In case of an uneven number of
players the Traitor is in play; he
plays alone, tries to remain unknown and to play off the societies against each other. He wins
with any combination of three
keys or chalices or when the last
event card Sunrise is turned up.
Still a fantastic deduction game,
the expansion makes it faster
and more challenging, fans of
the core game should not miss
out on this expansion! 

INFORMATION

ers. Basically, the Baratheon units
and commanders work in analogy to the corresponding units of
houses Stark and Lannister from
the core game. The individual
scenarios list the necessary components from expansions and
core game, the cards for Initiative
can be used optionally.
Some scenarios use components
from earlier expansions. The scenarios in this expansion, #27-34,
are Überfall im Rainwood, Der
Verlust der Höhle des Löwen,
Überfall aus Crakehall), Die Wege
des Krieges (alle Baratheon/Lannister), Der Feind deines Feindes
(Baratheon/Stark), Schuldzuweisungen (Baratheon/Stark),
Die Löwenmähnen-Streitmacht
(Stark/Lannister) and Die
Schlacht von Blackwater as first
Epic Battle over several segments
with individual victory condition
and information; in order to win
the Epic Battle you must win several segments.
Elaborate, dense atmosphere
and flair and an attractive game
play – this expansion continues
the saga of Game of Thrones very
ably. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

3-10

AGE:

12+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Michael Palm, Lukas Zach
Artist: E. Freytag, D. Farin
Price: ca. 7 Euro
Publisher: Adlung Spiele 2012
www.adlung-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Deduction
With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: nein
Comments:
Expansion for Die Kutschfahrt zur Teufelsburg *
Only for use with the core
game * New characters
and events influencing all
players * Replacement of core game
cards to prevent identification due
to usage
Compares to:
Die Kutschfahrt zur Teufelsburg, Das
Geheimnis der Abtei, Alibi
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

14+

TIME:

120+

Designer: Robert A. Kouba
Artist: T. Jedrouszek + Team
Price: ca. 60 Euro
Publisher: Heidelberger 2012
www.hds-fantasy.de

EVALUATION
Tabletop
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Dense atmosphere *
Well-done implementation
of the „Game of Thrones“
topic * Sumptuous components * Needs core game
and other expansions
Compares to:
BattleLore, Die Schlachten von
Westeros
Other editions:
Fantasy Flight Games, USA
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DIE VERZAUBERTEN RUMPELRIESEN / DISNEY PRINCESS t

DIE VERZAUBERTEN

RUMPELRIESEN

WUTZELS HIDING UNDER LEAVES
The tiny Wutzels/Imps only dare
to leave their hideaways when
the Rumpelriesen/Rumpus Giants are asleep – but the Little
Magicians know a Sleeping Spell,
make the giants fall asleep and
help the Wutzels out of hiding.
The board is set up, the Wutzels
in the guise of tiles are randomly
distributed in the dents in the
board and the leaves are spread

5

over them as a randomly mixed
carpet. Finally, the giant pieces
are placed upright onto the
leaves carpet.
Each player is given a magic
wand and the timer is turned
over. Now, in the cooperative
version, all search together for
the Wutzel depicted on the
first search card, shifting leaves
with their wand. When he is

DISNEY PRINCESS
THE PRINCESS BALLET

Four Disney princesses attend
ballet school and want to learn
how to dance a princess ballet!
The giant floor mat used for
a playing board is spread out
and you choose a princess and
place it next to the entry to
the ballet room and take the
corresponding ballet tableau.
Ten big round tiles show ballet
positions and are distributed

www.gamesjournal.at

3
face down on the big spaces
on the board. The small tiles do
also show those positions, are
shuffled face-down and placed
in the middle of the board. Now
each player in turn draws one of
those little tiles, called position
card, and places it face-up into a
groove on his ballet tableau until
the tableau is full; you can have
several such cards showing the

PLAYED FOR YOU

found while the timer runs and
the giants remain upright, you
set aside the card and start the
search for the next Wutzel. When
a giant topples or the timer runs
out the giants wake up and the
Wutzel search card is discarded,
he was not found. All remaining
Wutzels are covered with leaves
again and the giants set up,
you turn over the timer and the
search continues. In the cooperative version all win when the find
more than eight Wutzels, exactly
eight Wutzels found result in a tie
and if you find fewer Wutzels, the
giants have won. If you play the
competitive version each player
in turn searches by himself and
you keep the search card for a
Wutzel that you find. When all
search cards have been used you
win with most of them.
A magical game and as magical as any that comes from Drei
Magier, and also a sophisticated
combination of dexterity and
memory; another nice feature
is the continuation of the Little
Magician Saga with yet another
game. 

INFORMATION

same position.
Then you roll the die – for feet
you move your princess accordingly and turn up the big position tile you reach. If the position
is on view on your tableau, you
imitate it and turn over the corresponding small position card
in the tableau. If you do not
have the position card on your
tableau, the other players have
to imitate the ballet position
shown on the big tile. If you roll
the book you may look at two
face-down position tiles; if you
roll the cards you may switch
places of three big position tiles.
If you have turned over all cards
in your tableau, you turn them
over again, hand the tableau to
another player and imitate all
position on the tableau in the
correct order. If you succeed in
doing this you win the game.
A game more intensely targeting girls is not possible – Disney
princesses, ballet, pastel colors of
the nice components and movement on top of it – a felicitous
game for little Disney fans! 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

20+

Designer: C. Lanzavecchia, W. Obert
Artist: Rolf Vogt
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Drei Magier Spiele 13
www.dreimagier.de

EVALUATION
Memory, dexterity
For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Exceedingly pretty
components * Unusual
mechanism * Very nice
background story * Cooperative and competitive
version * Continues the Little Magician’s Saga
Compares to:
All cooperative dexterity games with
memory mechanism
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

3+

TIME:

15+

Designer: not stated
Artist: not stated
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Jumbo 2012
www.jumbo.eu

EVALUATION
move + collect
For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Pretty components * Floor
game * Trains movement
and memory * Provides
first tactical considerations
Compares to:
All move+collect games
Other editions:
Currently none
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u DOCTOR WHO THE CARD GAME / DUNGEON LORDS

DOCTOR WHOTHE CARD GAME
SAVE THE UNIVERSE!

As Doctor Who you impersonate
the doctor and his companions
and defend locations across
space and time against a number of enemies and you also play
the powers of evil at the same
time, who are attacking locations
of other players.
The cards in the game are defender, locations, enemies or
support cards. You start with

Dalek and Tardis counters of
one color and draw a location;
cards are stacked according to
parameters and assigned to
players. In your turn you have
actions to play cards – you can
play a location card or defender
cards to your own location, play
enemy cards to other location,
both face-down, play a support
card or a card into reserve or

DUNGEON LORDS
DIE FÜNFTE JAHRESZEIT
Dungeons are our habitat and
we build dungeons and catacombs and send our servants
to the surface to obtain food,
building permits or mining
rights. They also hire workers and
creatures and acquire blueprints
for building traps and enlarging
corridors. You have three servants and each action can only
be claimed by three players.
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After four rounds of dungeon
building the surface population
is fed up and sends heroes into
the catacombs. The dungeon
builders defend themselves with
monsters and creatures. After a
second run of four rounds the
game is scored for things built,
things left over and special abilities.
With the expansion Festival

you buy cards for time points or
discard one or two cards to obtain time points. The number of
actions you can do depends on
the number of cards that you can
play; you have cards in reserve,
but must hand on three cards
to your neighbor at the end of
your turn and draw two cards.
Conflicts at locations between
defender and enemy cards are
resolved instantly, the sum or
strength is compared.
When someone has all Dalek or
Tardis counters in play or when
the end-of-game card appears
the game ends and you score
locations that you protected and
locations that you conquered
and win with the highest total
of points.
Basically intended rather for families or beginners, the game offers lots of atmosphere and with
the mechanisms of handing on
cards quite some strategy and
tactic so that it also is of interest
to expert players. A successful
balance that is intensified by the
face-down playing of cards to locations and the double roles of
attacker and defender. 

INFORMATION

Season a year in the Dungeon
Lords universe now comprises
five seasons and a fight takes
five rounds. In each year there
are two special events, you lead
four adventurers and, maybe,
a Paladin who line up in front
of the Dungeon. The Bard is a
new kind of adventurer; he is
placed on the last available spot
and sings for the adventurers in
front, as regards to the number
of lutes. In each year there are
two Paladins, one stronger, the
other weaker, and of course new
monsters, rooms, pets and many
changes in actions; there is also
an additional action per round.
Just like the core game Dungeon Lords Festival Season is
simply funny, witty, enjoyable
and well-made; where else can
you find heroes that queue for
a fight or monsters keeping pets
or renting basements in the
down-town area for a branch
of their dungeon? The rules by
themselves offer high entertainment value and are rewarding
enough to immerse oneself, the
game has not gotten simpler, but
is even more fun! 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

3-4

AGE:

TIME:

13+

60+

Designer: Martin Wallace
Artist: Team
Price: ca. 23 Euro
Publisher: Cubicle 7 / Treefrog 12
www.treefroggames.com

EVALUATION
Card game
With friends
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Based on the TV series *
Not only for fans of the
series * Good for families as
well as expert players * Lots
of atmosphere due to the
illustrations
Compares to:
Card games with card power
comparison
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

13+

TIME:

120+

Designer: Vlaada Chvátil
Artist: D. Cochard, F. Murmak
Price: ca. 22 Euro
Publisher: CGE/Heidelberger 12
www.heidelbaer.de

EVALUATION
Fantasy adventure
With friends
Version: de
Rules: cz de en fr
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Successful continuation
of Dungeon Lords * Once
again a witty turn-around
on the standard topic
of heroes vs. monsters *
Comes with the mini expansion of
Dungeon Lords Paladine
Compares to:
Dungeon Lords, Dungeon Pets
Other editions:
Iello, France; Z-Man Games, USA; CGE,
Czech Republic
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PLAYED FOR YOU

ELEKTRONISCHES BATTLESHIP / ERWISCHT VERMISCHT! t

ELEKTRONISCHES BATTLESHIP
NAVY VS. ALIENS

Battleship or Schiffe versenken,
whatever the name of the game,
it is always a favorite. Based on
the blockbuster film, Alien
Armies confront the US Navy in
this variant. The game features
a foldable electronic Battleship
command station with two
drawers for ammunition, two
sets of ships that are different for
each party, as well as a blue and

8
a red Jet for the Navy and a red
and blue Machine for the Aliens,
plus red pins for hits, white pins
for misses and blue pins for sonar scans. You can confront a
computer-generated opponent
on your own or face another
admiral in a duel and discover
some surprising features:
Suggestions for fleet formation, special weapons, diodes

ERWISCHT VERMISCHT!
DETEKTICK WORK AT A PARTY!
A game for all occasions – for a
game within a game, to liven up
a seminar, to while away time
during a bus trip, the opportunities are nearly unlimited! You
agree on a time to play or on
an event that ends the game
and deal one card to each person present. You must not look
through the cards before the
game and you must keep the

www.gamesjournal.at

card you received secret! Each
card lists a condition and a quirk
which you must enact when
the condition of the card happens: “Clap, when someone else
laughs” or “if somebody talks
to you who is smaller then you
then you must noticeably touch
something red” or it could be
“wink, when you talk to your
host”. Everybody tries to find out

showing hit or miss at the target
coordinates, activation of hidden weapons systems, spying
on the opposing fleet or use of
fighter jets and sound effects
for each move. The feature Sonar Scan allows you to scan an
area of 3x3 squares under water
for enemy ships, but you do not
receive exact coordinates. An
operator explains, gives orders
and guides you through three
different game variants, Original
Game, Attack Game and Volley Game. You also can choose
weapons – standard or special –
and formation models; you can
either position ships yourself or
the computer places ships according to a template chosen by
the player.
Despite sound effects and command voice the game remains
the old beloved Schiffe versenken / Battleship, always tense,
always challenging; this version
has been based on the film and
is targeting fans of technology,
but still the goal and fun is “Hurrah, I found your ship!” Classic fun
in modern garb, a well-working
combination! 

INFORMATION

as many quirks and conditions as
they can and to let their personal
quirk seem rather “normal”. You
are allowed to take notes. At the
end of the game you score a
point for each correct combination of quirk and condition and
win with most points.
A game master can be useful,
who – for instance – checks the
presence of sufficient things
in red, and – if necessary – removes cards from the deck, and
of course it is absolutely forbidden to mislead other people by
implementing additional quirks,
and also of course you must
implement your own quirk visible and noticeably, while at the
same time aiming at making
it look like part of your normal
behavior or at least as normal as
possible.
Erwischt! provided the idea for
this game and just like Erwischt! This game, too, is a fun little
game, ideally for a lot of strangers to get to know each other or
to riven up a stiff gathering, and
if you want to create havoc you
combine both games and get
cracking! 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

AGE:

1-2

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: not stated
Artist: not stated
Price: ca. 45 Euro
Publisher: Hasbro 2012
www.hasbro.at

EVALUATION
Electronic deduction game
For children
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Edition adapted to the
topic of the film * With electronic unit and astonishing
effects * Basic mechanism
stays the same
Compares to:
All other editions of Battleship /
Schiffe versenken
Other editions:
Hasbro USA

PLAYERS:

4-60

AGE:

10+

TIME:

var

Designer: Michael Palm, Lukas Zach
Artist: Martina Fahrenbach
Price: ca. 9 Euro
Publisher: Heidelberger 2013
www.heidelbaer.de

EVALUATION
Communication, Party
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Good for parties and other
such events * Demands
creativity and close observation * Do not look at the
cards before the game!
Compares to:
Erwischt!
Other editions:
Currently none
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u HAI-ALARM! / HEXENKÜCHE

HAI-ALARM!
THE LAST ONE GETS BIT!
2010 Mayday Games presented
a game called Get Bit! At Essen,
now this game has been released by Bombyx and is therefore presented again:
Swimmers in the water, chased
by the shark, but you need not
be faster than the shark, just
faster than the other swimmers!
Each player has a swimmer,
meant to be a pirate but resem-

7

bling a robot, and 7 cards in a sixplayer game. Swimmers are laid
out in a random row, at the end
of the row you place the shark.
You play in rounds; each round
comprises playing cards, move
swimmers and get bit.
Each player chooses a card and
all are revealed simultaneously:
All swimmers with the same
number on the card played for

HEXENKÜCHE

TOADSTOOLS FOR THE WITCHES‘ SOUP
From deep within the forest you
hear whispering and voices;
when you get nearer you can
distinguish the voices of the
witches and learn that they are
only lacking toadstools for their
magical soup. Seven toadstools
are necessary to complete the
recipe. So players in lieu of the
witches go searching for the
coveted toadstools.
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You place the turntable on top
of the board and then you place
the wooden toadstools into the
holes on this turntable. Each
player chooses one witch.
Then you roll the die in turn and
the active player pulls a toadstool out of the hole. When the
color on the die corresponds to
the color in the hole underneath
the toadstool, you may keep the

them are not moved. All other
swimmers are moved to the
front of the line in ascending
order of the cards played for
them. In the first round there is
no being bitten, but in the following turns the swimmer who
is last in line after all swimmers
have been moved, loses one
limb. If this was his last limb, he
goes out of the game, otherwise
he moves to the front of the line
and his owner picks up again all
cards played so far. Otherwise,
you take the cards back when all
but one have been played. With
two players left in the game the
player owning the swimmer in
front wins the game.
This is a position game with a satirical touch, featuring robot-like
figurines, in which the only important thing is to choose a card
that nobody else has chosen, so
that you can go to the front and
are not last in line and bitten,
which gets difficult with 6 players. Rarely the oh-we-do-notmove-as-we-chose-identically
mechanism was as drastically illustrated as here with swimmers
losing limbs. 

INFORMATION

toadstool and place it on your
cauldron next to your witch on
the board. Should the color in
the toadstool hole and on the
die not correspond, you put the
toadstool back into its hole. Of
course players try to remember
the color beneath the toadstool
and to use this knowledge when
they roll this color later in the
game. If you are first to fill your
cauldron with seven toadstools,
you win!
For older witch-cooks you can
create a more difficult game by
moving the turntable by 180 degrees / half a turn; this moves the
color dots and makes memorizing and finding them again more
difficult.
Hexenküche offers a wonderful game with extremely simple
means; it trains a lot of abilities
– color recognition, memory,
concentrating and also concentrating on a goal to achieve.
The toadstools are exceedingly
pretty, together with the green
turntable they create the impression of a forest clearing. All in all a
must have for each shelf of children games. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

7+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Dave Chalker
Artist: X. Collette, V. Poulard
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publisher: Bombyx 2013
www.studiobombyx.com

EVALUATION
Position game with cards
For families
Version: de
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition * First edition
Robot Martini 2007 *
Satirical touch, drastically
illustrated * All the same
a nice family game * Cute
robot pieces
Compares to:
Get Bit!, position games with cancelling of identical values
Other editions:
Get Bit, Mayday Games, USA; Croc!
Bombyx, France

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

4+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Team beleduc
Artist: Nadine Bougie
Price: ca. 29 Euro
Publisher: Beleduc 2013
www.beleduc.de

EVALUATION
Memo-/collecting game
For children
Version: multi
Rules: cn de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition, first edition
1995 * Very simple rules *
Very beautiful components
* Trains color recognition
and memory
Compares to:
Hexenküche, first edition
Other editions:
Currently none
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ILLICO / JOYLINGS t

ILLICO

FIND CONGRUENCIES
Illico is a game on words, or, to
be more exact, on congruencies
between words or generic terms
for two words or phrases fitting
two words/terms:
Players form two teams facing
each other, the Deck of Illico
cards is stacked and covered
with the Cache card; each team
is given three jokers. Now you
agree on a number between 1

and 12, which determines the
line to use on the respective
cards.
The active team draws a card
and looks at the valid line, the
other team turns over the sand
timer. Each line on a card names
two terms and the active team
must now find a term or a phrase
that fits both terms and name
this term or phrase, that is, hold

JOYLINGS

JOY IN HORSES ON A GAME BOARD

Horses and girls, this is a seemingly eternal and ever-lasting
partnership, and Joylings offers
two game variants on this topic:
Cross Country for players ages
7+ and Birthday Party for players ages 5+.
In Cross Country you ride
through a pretty landscape and
find out what the respective
horses like to do, for instance

www.gamesjournal.at

5

galloping or jumping. If you are
first to collect one award chip
from each of all six different
categories and reach the finish
line with your horse, you win.
Each player is dealt seven horse
cards, the rest is draw pile. You
roll the die and move your horse
forward, you can only enter the
path when you manage to land
on the purple horseshoe; if you

PLAYED FOR YOU

up the card so that the opposing
team can check the solution on
the back side of the card. When
the answer is correct, the other
team draws a card, etc. until the
timer has run out. The team not
holding a card when the timer
runs out wins this round. While a
team is searching for an answer it
can use a joker to be told the first
letter of the answer or to draw a
new card.
You would like an example?
Question: Pictures and a singer;
answer: Album! Question: Cannon and sugar; answer: Powder!
Question: Frisbee and music? Answer: A disc! The first team that
wins three such rounds also wins
the game.
Illico is a very nice and wellmade game mechanism for
fans of such games and a real
challenge for all that want to
test their French vocabulary;
some terms work well in other
languages too, some don’t. In
any case Illico offers a fantastic
opportunity to test vocabulary
and associations, a German edition would be much appreciated
and a wonderful idea! 

INFORMATION

land on a green horseshoe you
can go directly to the path. In the
course of the game you reach
action spots where you can take
shortcuts or can win, give away
or swap award chips or where
you might have to move your
horse back.
For Birthday Party you use the
back side of the board and only
the ages of horses come into play
from the horse cards; these cards
are dealt evenly to all players.
Many horses have been invited
to Lucky’s birthday party; if you
are first to collect six tournament
sashes for the birthday horse and
reach the finish line, you win. You
roll the die and move your horse;
on the event spots you either receive tournament sashes or must
move backwards or can take a
shortcut. On the spot featuring
the birthday cake you compare
ages of horses.
Standard mechanisms for a standard topic and yet a nice, pretty
game for children, solidly made;
horse images and information
on all horses are a nice details
for horse fanatics. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-8

AGE:

14+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Julien Sentis
Artist: Stéphane Gantiez
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Cocktail Games 2012
www.cocktailgames.com

EVALUATION
Word game
With friends
Version: fr
Rules: fr
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Good test for French vocabulary * Practical storage in a
tin * Attractive design
Compares to:
Other word and definition games; new mechanism for
congruencies
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5/7+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Aima Rendttorft Jasper
Artist: Jasper, Danielsen, Poulsen
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Huch! & friends 2013
www.huchandfriends.de

EVALUATION
Roll & move
For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard topic nicely and
age-related adapted with
standard mechanisms *
Pretty components * Horse
pictures are a nice detail
Compares to:
All roll & move games with event
spots and values comparison
Other editions:
Currently none
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u JUST IN TIME / KANG-A-ROO

JUST IN TIME

FAST AND CORRECT PLACEMENTS
There was Fits and then there
was Bits and now we meet
those geometric pieces made
up from up to five small squares
in Just in Time! 4x10 placement
boards show different areas featuring numbers One to Five; 27
task cards show three, four or
five playing pieces. Each player
has such a set of placement
boards and pieces of his color,

8

the square extra piece 2x2 is
set aside and the 1-square scoring piece goes to position 0 on
the scoring track. The task cards
are sorted by number. You play
10 rounds; in each round you
choose one placement board;
from the second round on the
one last on the scoring track
chooses. Then all take this board
and place it symbol up and the

KANG-A-ROO
COLLECT THOSE MARSUPIALS
Chasing kangaroos in the Australian Bush, represented by your
table – you do it by using 55 kangaroo cards, five each in eleven
colors, plus eleven kangaroo
pieces in those colors. The kangaroos are set up randomly in
the middle of the table, the cards
are shuffled. You deal five cards
to each player, five cards are set
aside and the rest is draw pile.
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You play in clockwise direction
and choose for your turn a card
from your hand and put it on the
discard pile. You name the color
of the card and take the corresponding kangaroo from the
middle. Then you draw a card to
fill your hand up to five cards.
When the corresponding kangaroo is no longer available from
the middle, you take it from its

first card from the stack corresponding to the number on the
placement boards is turned up.
All take the pieces depicted on
this card and try to fill the area
on their board so that no piece
exceeds the border and as many
number spots as possible are left
uncovered. When you are done
you name the total of visible
numbers; all others now have
the period equal to the run-time
of the timer to place their pieces
Just in Time and to name the total, but they cannot name a total
that has already been named. If
you could place all pieces before
the time is up you move your
scoring piece forward accordingly. After 10 such rounds you
win with the highest score. If you
are more than 10 points behind
the leader you can replace one
piece with your extra 2x2 piece
in the next round.
Abstract, good, plays well and
fast, an advantageous continuation for the mechanisms known
from games like Ubongo and Co,
the ban on equal number is quite
some challenge! 

INFORMATION

current owner, BUT you can only
do this when the owner is not
able to defend his kangaroo. To
defend it he needs a card in the
kangaroo’s color, which he discards, too. The active player can
now in turn play another kangaroo card in the kangaroo’s color
to claim it again, and the owner
can defend it again, etc. After
each card you play you immediately draw a card. If someone
plays his last card, the game ends
instantly and you win if you have
collected most kangaroo pieces.
The rules recommend to play
several games and note the
scores and the winner will be the
player who first reaches a total of
eleven kangaroos won.
To and fro, the pretty kangaroos
really hop across the table; chasing them with cards in this attractive, fast-paced family game
is fun; counting cards is only of
limited help as you do not know
if the last card of a color is still
with another player or in the
stack that was set aside. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Günter Burkhardt
Artist: studio elfenbein
Price: ca. 31 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2013
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Abstract placement game
For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard basic mechanisms * Nicely varied, for instance with number results
and ban of identical results
* Attractive components *
Includes solo version
Compares to:
Ubongo, Bits, Fits and other such
placement games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

6+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Artist: not stated
Price: ca. 11 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2013
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Collecting game with cards
For families
Version: multi
Rules: cz de fr it hu sk pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Pretty Kangaroo playing
pieces * Simple rules * Attractive family game
Compares to:
All games with card-driven
collecting mechanisms
Other editions:
Currently none
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KLATSCH-MEMO / KNIFFEL t

KLATSCH-MEMO
JOSTLING FOR A CARD OR TWO
Memo, yes this is a memo
game, but one that is quite different from all the other standard memo games. This game
features 64 picture tiles, that is,
32 pairs of tiles, featuring images from the children‘s book
„Schnabelgrün – Band 1 Das
Schwein im Fass (Horngreen
Volume I The Pig in the Barrel)“
and the aim of the game is that

3

of a standard memo: You want to
have most tiles at the end of the
game. So you put all tiles facedown on the table, shuffle them
and then you can start: The first
player turns over one tile, leaves
if face-up and the turn passes
to the next player. All players in
turn turn up one tile and leave
it like that. Should there be the
same picture visible on two tiles

KNIFFEL
DAS KARTENSPIEL

Perpetual Motion Machine was a
game on the construction of the
most efficient machine by placement of cubes. Kniffel Das Kartenspiel cleverly relates the mechanism to an evergreen among dice
games, because as in Kniffel the
aim of Kniffel Das Kartenspiel are
poker combinations, too.
Depending on the number of
players you start the game with

www.gamesjournal.at

8
18, 20 or 24 cubes, a surplus is
set aside. Three of those cubes
you place in your active zone
beneath your personal board,
the rest is your personal reserve
and is placed above your personal board. Now you place three
cubes from your personal reserve
on spots on the board, always
beginning with the lowest level;
two cubes in a row are possible.

PLAYED FOR YOU

all players can clap their hands
quickly onto those two tiles.
If you are the only one to touch
a tile or if your hand is lowest in
the stack you take the tile. When
hands are not on top of each
other, but next to each other on
a tile you get the tile if your hand
covers the bigger part of the tile.
Would you like to get both tiles,
you must use both hands to
touch one tile each, even when
both tiles sit next to each other.
When two children touch one
tile each of the pair, each child
takes “his” card, if you are quickest for both tiles you take both
of them. When all tiles have been
collected you win with most tiles.
Should you prefer to have a
somewhat quieter game you
can of course play a conventional
memo game.
What a pretty idea that also picks
up the mechanism of Schnipp
Schnapp; you must remember
what has been uncovered and
where it lies – memo and reaction training with beautiful
components, the drawings are
enchanting! 

INFORMATION

Finally you are dealt three cards
are four cards are displayed on
the table.
Then in turn you can take choose
one of three actions: 1) draw cards
according to the requirements in
Full House and Color rows; 2) play
cards for poker-combinations
and place cubes accordingly.
When a level demands placement of several cubes and you
do not have them in your active
zone you cannot play the card
combination. 3) Discard any cards
and bring cubes into your active
zone, one cube per card you are
discarding. Poker combinations
you placed earn you advantages,
e.g. a straight raises the limit for
cards in your hand. If you are first
to place all your cubes you win.
The mechanism fits Kniffel perfectly; the clever management
of your cubes is an additional attractive element, and the chance
element from drawing cards is
mitigated a bit by the open display; the challenge if you can acquire the necessary card on time
is high and so is the fun in playing
this game. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

3+

TIME:

15+

Designer: not stated
Artist: J. Rüttinger, K. Kappler
Price: ca. 17 Euro
Publisher: Drei Hasen i.d.A. 2013
www.hasehasehase.de

EVALUATION
Memo-/reaction game
For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute memo version *
Features pictures from the
Schnabelgrün Book * Trains
short-term memory as well
as reaction and motor skills
Compares to:
Memo games, Schnipp Schnapp
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Ted Alspach
Artist: A. Pätzke, M. Schiller
Price: ca. 18 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2013
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
Card game
For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition of Perpetual
Motion Machine with a
new topic * Abstract game
* Element of chance due to
drawing of cards * Fun and
challenging game
Compares to:
Kniffel Dice game and all other
games using placement of markers
for card combinations according to
card usage
Other editions:
Perpetual Motion Machine, Bézier
Games
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u MACGUFFIN / MANCALA

MACGUFFIN
BOMBS FOR A DARE

According to rumors – as told by
the game rules – this game was
played in North America for a
dare, but is forgotten today and
was in a sense revived by this
game.
Participants in the game handed
a bomb from one person to the
next and kept adding gunpowder to it. If you thought that the
bomb held enough powder

6
to make it explode you could
light the fuse; if it did not explode instantly you had to hold
if with the fuse burning until it
exploded.
The game comprises black
positive and red negative bomb
cards of values 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and
10. You are dealt three cards and
the draw pile holding the Last
Round card is prepared. You play

MANCALA

PITS AND SHELLS OR PEBBLES
Pit games are among the oldest known game mechanisms;
game pieces in pits are relocated until one player has won. In
some versions of the game you
must also conquer the pits. For
playing pieces pebbles, marbles,
shells or fruit pips are used and
very often the pits are simply
scratched into the ground.
In this edition there are twelve

30
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pits in two rows and one elongated pit, called Mancala, at
both ends of the rows, one for
each player. At the start of the
game you seed each pit with
four pieces. Players sit face to
face before their personal row of
six pits; their Mancala is to their
right. In his turn a player empties
on of his own pits and distributes
the content – one by one – into

in rounds; the first player gives a
card to his right or left neighbor
and names a value, which need
not be correct. The recipient of
the card cannot look at it and
the donor draws a card. The recipient can refuse to accept the
card or add a card, name its value
and hand on both cards. When
acceptance is refused the card
pile is checked. When the total
from red and black card comes
to 10 or more, the last donor
take all cards for penalty points;
when the total is smaller than 9
the player you refused to accept
the stack takes the penalty. If you
take the penalty you take the
pass card and are starting player
for the next round; the pass card
allows you to pass play once in
a round. After the last round all
players add up all values of their
penalty points, regardless if they
are black or red, and the player
with the lowest total wins.
MacGuffin varies standard mechanisms nicely, but not much, it is
only recommended to fans of
games from foreign countries. 

INFORMATION

the adjacent and following pits in
counter clockwise direction, also
into his own pits and in his own
Mancala, the opponent’s Mancala is skipped. When the last
piece is dropped into one of your
own pits you immediately have
another turn. When the last piece
from a pit ends up in an empty
pit, you can take this piece and all
pieces from the exactly opposite
pit and place them into his own
Mancala. When he does this, his
turn ends, even when the last
piece of the turn did end up in
one of his own pits.
You win the game if you have
collected more than 24 pieces in
your Mancala. When all your six
pits are empty you cannot move
anymore; the other player can
place all pieces from his pit into
his own Mancala; then you compare contents of the Mancalas,
who has more pieces in his wins.
Mancala is one of the most fascinating abstract game and one of
the most ancient ones; all those
interested in games should own
it or at least have played. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

6+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Hope Somang Hwang
Artist: Chinny H.J. Choo
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Wednesday Games 12
www.wednesdaygames.com

EVALUATION
Card game
For families
Version: kr
Rules: kr de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Both German and English
rules difficult to understand
* Not easily available *
Example for games from
Korea
Compares to:
Tick Tack Bumm for topic, and other
„believe or check“ games like Bluff
and others
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

6+

TIME:

30+

Designer: not stated
Artist: not stated
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Noris Spiele 2013
www.noris-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Abstract placement game
For families
Special: 2 players
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Classic game mechanisms *
Mainly known in the tropics
* Played in many versions
Compares to:
All versions of pit & pebbles games
Other editions:
Many with many different companies,
also by the names of Bao, Hus, Kalaha
or Wari

www.gamesjournal.at
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MIAU! / ODDVILLE t

MIAU!

THE SPEEDY MOUSE GAME
Mice want to celebrate and plan
a festive dinner, but to achieve
this they have to get past Cat
Kora to plunder the pantry. But
unfortunately Cat Cora can hear
very well ...
Each player represents a mice
family, that is, four mice of one
color, and wants to be the first
collect ten tidbits. The mice
family is placed face-up in front

5

of you, a small mouse of the
corresponding color is placed
on her starting position in the
pantry. The number of tidbits
and mouse holes necessary for
the number of players is shuffled together with the cat and
spread out open on the table,
you must leave a bit of distance
between pieces. You roll the
dice: Tidbit + sleeping cat – you

ODDVILLE

CITY BUILDING ON GUILD’S ORDERS
Four powerful guilds order the
city of Oddville to be built; players use worker cards and acquire
resources, coins or buildings
for building the most valuable
buildings to accrue favor with
the guild masters.
In each round you choose one of
two actions: Play one of your four
worker card for coins, building or
resources or expand Oddville by

www.gamesjournal.at

setting up a building. Resources
received are marked by placing
a worker pawn on the resources
board, costs for actions are paid
for with coin cards. When you
did play all worker cards you take
them back in hand; you can get
them back earlier if you pay for it.
If you build you choose one of
your buildings in your display,
pay the resources by remov-

hit the corresponding tidbit, call
„Mauseschmaus“ and can, if you
hit the correct tidbit, move your
small mouse forward. Tidbit +
awake cat – Cat Kora has woken
up and you must hit a mouse
hole as quickly as you can and
call “Maus zu Haus”; if you do not
find a mouse hole you must turn
over one member of your mice
family. Tidbit + dog – you can
either hit the tidbit and advance
your small mouse or you hit the
cat, call “wau wau” and free one
of your mice by turning it back
up again. When at any point in
the game all four mice of a player
are invisible, this player must quit
the game. If only one player is left
with a visible mouse, he wins instantly, otherwise you win if your
mouse is first to reach the top of
the pantry.
It is always fascination, how manifold the possibilities are to vary a
standard topic; this reaction version of the mouse/cat/cheese
topic is nicely done, quickly explained and as quickly played,
and is a lot of fun on top! 

INFORMATION

ing the corresponding worker
pawns from the resources board,
place the building in correspondence to the building laws and
mark it with a worker pawn.
Buildings must be placed adjacent to cards already in place and
with correlating, they cannot be
rotated or moved or removed after being placed. Bonuses for the
new building are cashed in immediately; when the card shows
a guild symbol you take the top
card from the corresponding
stack and can use its advantage
for the rest of the game.
If you place the 6th worker, the
game ends and all add the value
of cards built, points on guild
cards and one point per worker
on the resources board. You win
with the highest total.
The different abilities of the
workers and clever use of guild
character cards – maybe build a
bit more expensive to get a good
guild card – allow for quite some
tactic and also strategy, as you
act more or less independently
from your fellow players. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

5+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Artist: Christof Tisch
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Huch! & friends 2013
www.huchandfriends.de

EVALUATION
Reaction game
For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Handy format * Simple
rules * Good training for
quick reactions
Compares to:
All reaction games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Carlo Lavezzi
Artist: M. Günther, M. Ianelli
Price: ca. 21 Euro
Publisher: What‘s your Game? 12
www.hutter-trade.net

EVALUATION
Worker Placement
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de fr it pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Good rules * Nice components * Very tactical, little
interaction
Compares to:
City building games with
worker placement
Other editions:
Iello, France; Hobbity, Poland;
uplay, Italy
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u PAX PORFIRIANA / POTATO MAN

PAX PORFIRIANA
SUPPORT OR TOPPLE THE REGIME?
Pax Porfiriana is a card game
based on Lords of the Sierra
Madre; topic is the rule of Dictator Porfirio Diaz over Mexico. As
a wealthy business man before
the revolution you try to set up
business empires, support Diaz
or are on the side of the coming
revolution; depending on your
loyalty there are differences in
income and possibilities of ac-

tions. The core of the game is a
display of cards, from which you
take cards for free or for money.
You can acquire buildings that
offer different income depending on their kind, but only while
there is no depression. Other
cards are played against other
players, who score points for this,
and you can score points from
partner and troops cards. After

POTATO MAN

EVIL POTATO DOES NOT ALWAYS TRICK
Silly farmers and huge potatoes,
does that work with cards, too?
Let’s see!
The game comprises 52 potato
cards in four colors: red from
5-18 with Evil Potato on 16-18;
blue 4-16, green 3-14 and yellow 1- 13 with Potato Man on
1-3. You are dealt 10 or 12 cards,
the rest is set aside, 15 Sack cards
are sorted by color and placed

32
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fanned-out.
The starting player leads a card,
the others follow with one card
each – in a trick each color can
appear only once. If you played
the highest number you win the
trick; in a tie the card played last
wins. In a trick with Evil Potato
and Potato Man the trick is always taken by Potato Man. If you
win the trick you take a Sack card

three action phases you remove
headlines, fill up the market, receive income and pay – during a
depression – one gold per card in
play. You can negotiate and enter
into non-binding agreements at
any time in the game. With the
acquisition of a “Topple” card
a Toppling is initiated and you
check for dethroning the dictator
– you compare loyalty, outrage
revolution or military points,
again in relation who holds power at the moment; Diaz is given
the points of the two weakest
players, should somebody have
more points than the total result
for Diaz he wins instantly.
Not an easy or simple topic, but a
detailed and realistic implementation that is not easy to play. The
rules are, as in all games from
Sierra Madre, very copious and
need a lot of time to get familiar
with them and also a good working knowledge of English; the
same goes for the components
– all in all a simulation for expert
players that is worth the trouble
of trying it out. 

INFORMATION

in the color of the trick-winning
card. When no such card is left
you take a golden sack card, if
still available. The winner of the
trick leads for the next trick. If you
cannot adhere to the color rule,
the round ends instantly and no
Sack card is given out for this
trick. Otherwise, the round ends
when all cards have been played.
You count the potato sacks on
your sack cards and note their total. Then you shuffle all cards for
a new round and the Sack cards
are fanned out again. After four
rounds you win with the highest
total of potato bags; in case of a
tie you win most sacks collected
in one round. There are special
rules for a game with two or five
players.
Definitively no silly farmers!
Huge potatoes, that is, high
numbers are not always the
cat’s whiskers, especially when a
low number has been played in
this color – your loss, so play anything that goes and renounce
the trick; there is still Potato Man,
let’s hope for Evil Potato in the
next trick! 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

12+

TIME:

120+

Designer: Eklund, Eklund, Gutt
Artist: Phil Eklund
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Sierra Madre Games 12
www.sierramadregames.com

EVALUATION
Politics simulation with cards
For experts
Version: en
Rules: de en
In-game text:
Comments:
Adaptation of Lords of
Sierra Madre * Rules and
component need some
learning curve * German
rules not up to the English
ones * Realistic simulation
Compares to:
Lords of the Sierra Madre
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Burkhardt, Lehmann
Artist: Victor Boden
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Zoch 2013
www.zoch-verlag.com

EVALUATION
Trick-taking, cards
For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple rules * Good family
game * Special rules for
two and five players *
Version for three players
* Potato Man only works
with Evil Potato
Compares to:
All trick-taking games with special
rules for acquiring tricks
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

QBQ / RABBIDS t

QBQ

CRISS-CROSSING THE BOARD
36 cubes are in play – nine for
each player – and those cubes
must be arranged on the board
in definite formations: You either
win with for cubes in a square,
eight cubes in a cube or nine
cubes in a square; those formations must sit on squares of your
own color on the board and
there can be no other cubes in
your color on the board but the

ones that are in the winning formation.
You start the game with four
cubes and place them into the
corner of the board that is diagonally across from the squares in
your own color. In your turn you
have own move: You can relocate
one of your cubes on the board,
only within a group of cubes
connected along edges, but also

RABBIDS
DAS KARTENSPIEL

Raving Rabbits are part of a series of games by Ubisoft based
on their character mascot Rayman; the bunnies invaded Raymans world and took him prisoner, he must engage in crazy
games for the rabbits.
In Rabbids Das Kartenspiel the
Rabbids are on rampage, there
are ten different ones and players must catch most of them in

www.gamesjournal.at

8
order to win the game.
Rabbids and scoring cards are
shuffled together and stacked
face-down. The starting player
turns up the top card, visible for
all at the same time, and puts it
open-faced on the table.
A Rabbids card remains there
open-faced and the next player
turns up another card, and so
on. If a scoring card turns up, all

PLAYED FOR YOU

to higher levels. Or you tilt a tower, the bottom cube remains in
place, the others are set in a line
adjacent to the first one. You can
tilt across opposing cubes when
your own tower is higher than all
other towers in the line of tilting.
Opposing cubes thus covered
by your cubes are taken off the
board. When your tower tilts over
cubes of yours, these remain in
place and the tower cubes are
placed on top of them accordingly. When cubes are outside
the board after tilting you take
them back into stock. You can
also enter a cube into the board,
connected to one of your own
groups, but you must relocate on
of your cubes afterwards. For all
those moves the colors of board
squares are immaterial, they only
count for the winning condition.
Abstract, tactical, but not at all
run-off-the-mill; with four players room gets scarce quickly
and timely off-the-board tilting
of your cubes can decide the
game. An attractive addition to
the genre of abstract placement
games. 

INFORMATION

players simultaneously try to collect Rabbids cards from the table
as fast as they can; you can only
use one hand and only take one
card at the time. Cards that you
collected are laid out open-faced
in front of you and cannot be
taken by other players, but also
not returned to middle. Which
Rabbids you take is determined
by the scoring card – a Rabbid
with a number demands cards
that depict exactly this number
of Rabbids. When the card depicts a Rabbid without number
you must find exactly this Rabbid
again, and that’s the snag, some
of those crazy animals are very,
very similar. When nobody wants
to take another card, all cards
that were taken are checked; if
one is not correct, you give all of
them back; if all cards are correct
you keep them for victory points.
When the draw pile is empty you
win with most cards.
A proven standard mechanisms
for a topic well-liked by fans of
those crazy bunnies and also for
newcomers to the Genre of fast
look-closely-and grab-quickly
games. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: square²
Artist: Mindtwister
Price: ca. 23 Euro
Publisher: Huch! & friends 2012
www.huchandfriends.de

EVALUATION
Abstract placement game
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Attractive and abstract *
Nice components * Simple,
concise rules
Compares to:
Bloqs
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Artist: Fiore
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2013
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Collecting, reaction
For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Witty drawings * Wellknown topic * Good,
simple mechanics * Trains
observation and speed of
reaction
Compares to:
All collecting games with reaction
and speed mechanisms for characteristics, from Schnipp-Schnapp to
Halli Galli
Other editions:
Currently none
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u RAKETOFIX / RATZ FATZ

RAKETOFIX
FROM PLANET TO PLANET

Players visit alien planets with
mobile, chaotic and animalistic inhabitants and solve tasks
there. Three planetary cards are
on display, for each planet there
is a face-down stack of cards.
You roll the die: The Joker earns
you a joker card, which you
can use later to swap a card or
to change to another planet.
For the broken rocket you pass

5

your turn. When you roll one of
the planets you take the paper
rocket and puff it to the corresponding planet; for the planetary joker you choose a planet
for your target. You are allowed
to puff several times until the
rocket has reached the planet.
Then you solve the task: You turn
up the top card in the planetary
stack – on Mobilix you explain

RATZ FATZ
DIE GROSSE SINNESWELT

The Ratz Fatz concept of recognizing, naming and searching for
components of the game that
are named within stories was
here used for a mega edition, a
game collection with which all
senses are meant to be stimulated and trained.
The copious rules are divided
into different sections; first the
basic rules are presented in five

34
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games or ways to play and different detailed suggestions are
offered.
Then come different sections
featuring stories, poems, riddles
and experiments; in six categories for training and using visual,
auditory, olfactory and degustation perception as well as tactile,
haptic and spatial perception.
As already mentioned, there

to your neighbor, who assumes
the role of Mobilino, by talking
only the movement shown on
the card; if he imitates it correctly you score the red friendship stars on the card and your
Mobilino scores a green star. On
Chaotix you have 30 seconds to
memorize the items on the card.
Depending on the number of
items you managed to remember you score one to four yellow
stars. The Animalinos on Animalix command all animal languages. Your left neighbor names the
animals on the card, you then
imitate the animal noises; if you
do this in correct order you score
a blue friendship star.
If you visited all three planets
and scored stars there, you are
awarded three green stars and
the game ends; all count their
stars and you win if you have the
highest total.
Raketofix offers nicely and funnily camouflaged training for
speech, memory, mobility and
communication, featuring pretty
drawings and simple rules; older
children can play on their own.


INFORMATION

are rhymes, poems, choosinggames, join-in-stories and the
collection is accompanied by a
CD which you can use instead of
reading out the stories yourself
and at the end of the rules you
even find a “thank you” game for
adults who did accompany and
supervise the game, the game is
called “the game is finished”
You can only appreciate the multitude and enormous content
of ideas in this game collection
when you try it out for yourself;
as an adult and game master you
enjoy the ideas, too, especially
when you come across ideas like
identifying bad and nice smells in
a poem und to throw the sources
of bad ones into a tin. And when
the tongue is featured, the topic
is not only taste and tasting, but
all the phrases from “guard your
tongue” and others to composite nouns that contain the word,
like tongue-twister, are featured.
This is creative, informative, and
cheerful and keeps you discovering new things! If you were not
yet in love with Ratz Fatz, you will
be now! 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

5+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Herta Strehl + Team
Artist: Robert Bayer
Price: ca. 21 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2013
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Educational game
For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Developed by speech
therapists * Rules for team
play * Very nice drawings *
Adult assistance is recommended
Compares to:
Other games training speech, movement and memory
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1-6

AGE:

3-12

TIME:

var

Designer: Hajo Bücken
Artist: Mirko Brüchler
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2012
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Collection of games
For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Enormous amount of game
ideas * Adult supervision
necessary for smaller children * Lots of accompanying information
Compares to:
All other editions of Ratz Fatz
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

SET! / SHERLOCK KIDS t

SET!

ALL DIFFERENT
OR ALL THE SAME
The name of the game is the
aim of the game, you need to
find sets quickly and win with
most of them. 81 cards differ in
amount, color, shape and filling
of symbols. Each card is unique –
possible colors are red, green or
purple, the shapes are diamond,
wave and ellipse, fillings are
empty, striped or full and there
can be one, two or three of the

8
same symbols on a card. A set
comprises three cards on which
each of the four characteristics,
when checked by itself, is either
identical or completely different
on each card. For instance, a set
would be three cards showing
three different shapes in three
colors, all with striped filling and
two shapes on each card.
Cards are stacked face-down

SHERLOCK KIDS
CHASING THE THIEF OF PICTURES
Sherlock Kids are a secret society
of young detectives, whose flair
for detection is needed for the
clearing up of art thefts in the
Museum; pictures disappear and
all that is left is an envelope with
a picture riddle.
The Art Museum is set up and
each player puts his marker on
the entry staircase. The current
Riddle Submitter draws one of

www.gamesjournal.at
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the picture boards, chooses one
side and places the picture for all
to see. All study it and pay close
attention to color details while
the Riddle Submitter thinks up
a question that can be answered
unequivocally with a color. When
he thinks that enough time has
passed he covers the picture and
poses his question. All mark the
answer on their disc; when the

PLAYED FOR YOU

and you lay out twelve cards in a
grid of 3x4 cards. All players now
simultaneously search for a set in
this display grid. When you spot
a set, you call “Set” and the game
is interrupted; you point out the
cards in your set and take them,
if you are correct. The display is
filled to twelve cards from the
stack. When the grid of twelve
cards does not yield a set you
extend it to 15 cards; should now
a set be found, you do not fill the
grid to 15 cards, unless there is
no additional set again.
When you make a mistake you
are not allowed to take another
set until another player has
found and taken a correct set.
In this new edition, too, set is a
challenging game, hectic, demanding, good and interesting.
After a few game a bit of a learning curve sets in, you spot sets
quicker and speed of reaction
gets more dominant. A tidbit for
fans of fast abstract games! Set!
No, it’s not! It is! Set! Yes! 

INFORMATION

color is not named on the disc
you mark X. Then the riddle is
scored; if you marked the correct
answer you move your marker
on the stair by one step; the riddle submitter moves his marker
when there was a minimum of
one correct answer, but not all
answers were correct – which
means that he must not ask a
question that is too easy or too
difficult to answer.
When all have been riddle submitter two or three times – depending on the number of players – you win if you are nearest to
the picture thief; if you manage
to reach the last room before
that you win instantly. In variants
you can also ask for numbers; on
the discs you can mark 1-6 or X;
or you can agree that any kind of
questions is possible and each
player simply writes down his
answer.
Basically this is a memo game,
but ingeniously disguised, the
challenge is in the posing of the
question by the Riddle Submitter! Fantastic pictures, simple
mechanism and a fun gaming
experience! 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

1-8

AGE:

6+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Marsha J. Falco
Artist: not stated
Price: ca. 11 Euro
Publisher: Amigo-Spiele 2013
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Collecting-/reaction game
For families
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr gr it nl pl pt ru
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition of a near classic * Abstract game * Good
solo game
Compares to:
Was the first game of its
kind, also all set collecting games
Other editions:
Set Enterprises, USA

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

5+

TIME:

25+

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Artist: Ulrike Fischer
Price: ca. 16 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2013
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Communication, memory
For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Fantastic components *
Colorful, details pictures
* Simple, very attractive
mechanism * Trains observation of details
Compares to:
Memo game with questions and
answers
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u SIMSALA HOPP / SPIN MONKEYS

SIMSALA HOPP
WHAT’S HOPPING HERE?
At Castle Zauberstein magic is
in air during the magical tournament, frogs are hopping and
while in the air are turned into
bunnies! But this magical feat
alone would be too simple for
such a tournament, so you must
conjure most white bunnies and
bunnies of your own color.
The tournament lasts several
rounds and in each round you

5

can win a cup; if you are first
win two of those cups you win
the tournament! In each round
each player embodies a magician once, the other players
are spectators and can collect
tournament points, too. At the
start of a round the animal tiles
are distributed – with some distance between them - in the
magical arena, showing frogs.

SPIN MONKEYS

BUMPER CARDS, MONKEYS AND FRUIT
You are happy monkeys in the
jungle when a carnival happens
to pass and you join it, jump into
the bumper cars and collect fruit
from the floor of the arena.
Bumper cards and fruits are
placed according to parameters
and you hold five cards with
markings for rotating the monkeys. In each round you choose
and play a card, rotate and move
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the monkey accordingly and collect fruits; events are implemented according to text on the card
and the finished turn is marked
by a turned-over banana marker. The number of open cards in
your display determines the distance your monkey moves. Each
fruit that your monkey passes is
picked up; for a banana you put
a peel chip instead. When a mon-

The magician takes the wand
and the spectators turn over
the timer. The magician tries to
turn the frogs into white bunnies
and bunnies of his own color by
knocking at the bottom of the
foil floor of the arena from underneath; this makes the animal
above the wand jump up. If you
knocked hard enough the animal turns in the air and changes;
when an animal flies out of the
castle it is lost for the magician
in this round. The spectators
keep an eye on the timer and
on bunnies in their own colors.
When time runs out, spectators
can use a Foul Spell and turn
over one frog left in the arena by
hand. Now each player scores for
bunnies and advances his bat
marker. If you moved your bat
marker furthest in this round you
receive a cup. For the versions
Master Magic and Adults cats are
introduced into the game.
Simply enchanting! Mechanics,
mechanism, and story – all fits
wonderfully and works wonderfully well! I want to play and
chase cats! 

INFORMATION

key moves onto or over a peel already in place, it slides: You draw
a card, rotate the monkey accordingly and continue your move,
card text is ignored in this case.
When a monkey sits at the edge
and the arrow points outwards
you discard the then first card in
your display for each 45 degree
rotation, until you can move.
When a monkey moves on a spot
adjacent to another car a collision
happens; the bumped monkey
slides and then takes over the
remaining move of the bumping monkey, but gives a fruit to
its owner.
When five cards are played you
get new ones, cards played remain on display. When there is
only one kind of fruit left on the
board, you score 1 point for each
apple, 2 for each orange and 5 for
each banana and win with most
points.
Pure family fun that works well
with any number of players, the
more the merrier and more chaotic! Some planning should be involved, because you do not want
to get stuck at the edge and lose
cards and speed. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

5+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Inka + Markus Brand
Artist: M. Menzel, M. Kienle
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2013
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Dexterity
For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Enchanting idea * Wonderful implementation * Trains
hand-eye coordination and
strength control
Compares to:
First game of this kind
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-8

AGE:

13+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Mike Sellmeyer
Artist: Mirko Suzuki
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Rio Grande Games 12
www.riograndegames.com

EVALUATION
Card-driven collecting
For families
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very good for big groups *
Pretty components * Very
good, clear rules
Compares to:
Roborally for movement
planning, collecting games
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

STRING RAILWAY / THE JAM t

STRING RAILWAY
STRING FOR TRACK, ONCE AGAIN

2010 an eye-catcher and collector’s item at Essen – 2012 republished by Asmodee: String
Railway, a railway game in which
board, tracks, mountains or rivers are represented by colored
strings; each player owns a railway company.
You place stations into the playing area and connect them with
your string tracks to form the

8

best possible net. Each player
has five strings in his color, 4
short ones of about 30 cm, one
long one with 60 cm. The black
string marks the playing area,
featuring white markers for 2-4
players and red ones for 5 players. The gray string circle represents the mountains, the light
blue one the river.
In your turn you draw a station,

THE JAM

PICK BERRIES, COOK JAM

A nice cup of tea and some aromatic strawberry jam with it or
Circassian walnut preserve, and
don’t let us forget some tasty
cherry pie! So let’s go and pick
berries, cook jam and bake pies!
Each player is dealt one task card
each for pies, jam and the Grand
Tea Party and in the end scores
for jam, pies and completed
task, but one component can

www.gamesjournal.at

10

only be assigned to one task.
You have four cards in hand,
eight cards are on display as
the Basket for additional ingredients. In your turn you draw a
card – Karlsmann or the Bear
are implemented instantly; you
bid with jam for Karlsmann, The
Bear goes instantly the the player who currently has most pies.
Then you can swap completed

PLAYED FOR YOU

place stations and also one of the
five track strings and then score.
Stations must be placed within
the playing area, must not touch
other stations and must not be
positioned on top or under other
strings. A track string must be
placed within the playing area,
it may not cross itself and both
ends must touch your own stations or your own track. The track
string must not be underneath
stations, other track string or the
strings for playing area, river or
mountain. One string may not
use the same station twice. You
score for newly placed stations
and lose 1 point per crossing of
strings. Strings on stations can be
crossed without penalty. Then
stations placed by the active
player and stations belonging to
other players are taken into account. Touching junctions scores
1 point for each junction.
A simple but not really easy
game, which all the same is easy
enough for family play and is of
course of absolute interest for
fans of railway games. 

INFORMATION

recipes with other players or give
them away or agree on barter in
future rounds; but you cannot
add cards from hand or the Basket for such a barter. Then you
can play a card to make jam, pies
or fruit salad; you always play the
necessary recipe card and ingredient cards: If you want to make
jam, you take them from your
hand and from the Basket, for a
pie the jam must come from your
own display, and for the fruit salad you can only use cards from
the Basket. At the end of the
turn you place cards on recipes
completed in earlier turns into
the Basket. When the cards are
used, you add your points for
your score, The Bear and Karlsmann score additional points.
The fun of this game comes
from the different demands for
different sources of cards for the
individual recipes, and in the optimum combination of pies and
jams for making up the tasks;
don’t let the calculations at the
end deter you from the pleasure
in this game. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Hisashi Hayashi
Artist: Salaün Jaouen
Price: ca. 18 Euro
Publisher: Asmodee 2012
www.asmodee.de

EVALUATION
Placement, railway
For families
Version: de
Rules: de en jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
Unusual implementation
of the topic * Of special
interest for fans of railway
games
Compares to:
All railway games for topic, first game
with such components
Other editions:
String Railway, Okazu Brand, Japan;
Foxmind, USA

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Sergej Machin
Artist: Sergej Machin
Price: ca. 14 Euro
Publisher: RBG 2012
www.russianboardgames.com

EVALUATION
Card game
For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en + fr ru
In-game text: no
Comments:
Pretty design * Nice,
unusual topic * Quite a lot
of calculation at the end of
the game
Compares to:
Other set collecting games with different stages for sets
Other editions:
Russian first edition at Rightgames
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u THE PHANTOM LEAGUE / TURNED

THE PHANTOM LEAGUE
PILOT ACADEMY

You are captain of a space ship
and start your quest for fame
and renown as a Nobody. From
level three on the scale you must
decide whether you want to be
famous or notorious and must
further your career by trade,
piracy, exploration of new star
systems and elimination of rivals from other Leagues as well
as by completing missions. A

movement phase is followed by
an action phase; you can mine
resources, take up fuel, attack
spaceships or dock. If you dock
at ships, space stations or planets you have additional actions.
If your ship is destroyed you
must quit the game.
Pilot Academy can be combined
with the core game and the
Mostly Harmless expansion and

TURNED

ZOMBIES ATTACK HICKSVILLE
Hicksville has been invaded
by zombies. Some humans are
stuck in the attic of the manor
and must escape the hordes.
Four escape plan boards are on
display and now you need, as
a human, to quickly collect all
items necessary for the escape
and to leave the manor. In a
turn, if you are human, you have
four action points to use, if you
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are Zombie, you have only one
at your disposal. Possible actions for a Human are: Move to
an adjacent room (1AP), search
for equipment (1), swap tile (1),
make noise (1) or use tile (0). The
actions Search, Make Noise and
Use of Tiles with action symbol
alarm Zombies and they move
accordingly. Then the Zombie
attack on the active player as

introduces three independent,
but compatible modules that
can be played in any combination: Galactic Balance changes
the course of the game when
the balance between Renegade
and Alliance shifts; when Domination is achieved the game
ends instantly and if you are
nearest to 8 on the corresponding career path you win. Surface
Missions are additional activities
for planetary surfaces, they yield
necessary resources and profits
and are not played on neutral
planets. Tactical Battle System
introduces new „Stock“ cars for
attack, defense, support and escape; they are always in the Battle deck together with the Captain’s Battle Card and the Ship’s
Battle Card. In addition there are
revised rules for the core game,
for instance for blockade and retreat from a battle.
In this expansion, too the charisma driven flow of the game is
an interesting and well-working
idea, card drawing is the only
chance element and the tactical and strategic possibilities are
enormous. 

INFORMATION

Human happens. A Human can
use items to fend off the attack; if he is not successful, he
is infected. Infection happens
gradually, after each turn the
infection marker of in infected
character is advanced one
spot; if the marker reaches the
last spot the infected character
turns Zombie and discards all
equipment. As a Zombie, from
the next turn on, he now has
one action, either movement
into an adjacent room, move a
non-player-zombie or block the
move of such a zombie. You can
change your plans any time and
secretly choose another escape
plan. When a Human can complete an escape plan board by
himself, he escapes and wins;
when all players are infected all
Zombies win together but the
one who turned Zombie last.
Turned offers a quickly mastered
hunt for Zombies in challenging
tense atmosphere; as Zombies
act identically you stand a good
chance to escape, but only if you
are ready to sacrifice your fellow
players! 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

12+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Timo Multamäki
Artist: Karim Chakroun + Team
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Dragon Dawn 2012
www.dawnmatrix.com

EVALUATION
Sci-Fi, adventure, economy
For experts
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Second expansion for The
Phantom League * Can be
combined with core game
and Mostly Harmless * Also
features rule corrections for
the core game
Compares to:
The Phantom League
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Vieira, Nunes, Norris, Lima
Artist: Danilo G. Rios
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Runadrake 2012
www.turned.com.br

EVALUATION
Zombies, adventure
With friends
Version: multi
Rules: en pt +fr
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Atmospheric design *
Cards with languageindependent icons *
Well-working, tense game *
All Zombies show identical
behavior
Compares to:
Other Zombie Games
Other editions:
Print & Play Edition 2011

www.gamesjournal.at

VAMPIRE EMPIRE / WRONG CHEMISTRY t

VAMPIRE EMPIRE
NOCTURNAL HUNT

Three vampires are haunting the
old castle and the neighboring
town; the Human player must
find the three vampires hiding
among the total of nine characters; the Vampire player needs
to bluff, must entice the Human
player to attack innocent characters and must kill characters from
town or conquer the castle.
Nine double-sided character

cards feature Nobles – Lady,
Lord and Officer; Clergy – Monk,
Nun and Bishop; and Servants
– Maid, Cook and Butler. Each
player has his own deck of cards
and draws eight cards from it at
the start of the game; three character cards from the stack are
displayed to form the castle, the
rest of the stack represents the
town. The Vampire player draws

WRONG CHEMISTRY
EXTRAMOVIUM YIELDS ENERGY!
Ambitious clueless scientists
dabble in molecule creation
for new elements. A starting
molecule is laid out with one
central blue hexagon and six
yellow hexes. White and black
discs are placed on the hexes.
54 cards show new molecules
and you start with four cards. In
a turn you can spend four energy points for actions chosen

www.gamesjournal.at
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from the following: 1) reset the
molecule to starting configuration (using the Restartium card,
only once per turn!), 2) take discs
off the molecule 3) put discs on
the molecule, 4) relocate discs
on the molecule, 5) relocate a
yellow hex or 6) discard a card.
When those actions result in a
molecule on a card in your hand
you lay down this card and draw

PLAYED FOR YOU

three character tiles to represent
three vampires so far only known
to him; the Human player draws
two tiles for trustworthy humans,
the remaining tiles are also human, but so far unknown. The
Vampire player begins, then you
alternate in play. Each player in
his turn can discard cards optionally and draw new ones; then the
Vampire only can unmask a Vampire and then they both must
end their turn with doing an
action – hide Characters in town
(Vampire), use Holy Water and
unmask a Vampire, who then can
be attacked instantly (Human) or
Battle (both players). Battles are
decided by playing cards and
comparing values, in case of a tie
the attacked character wins; support cards can assist in defense
or attack.
Vampire Empire offers a felicitous and well-done mixture of
luck, bluff and deduction, using
simple basic structures and different strategies, conservative or
risky; definitely an enrichment
for the genre of Two-Player card
games. 

INFORMATION

a new one from the stack. This
action does not cost energy and
you do not need to spend energy
on using the Extramovium card
to get additional energy in a turn,
but you must discard one of your
finished molecules. Restartium
and Extromovium are always on
display for use in your turn. If you
cannot draw a card at the end of
your turn the game ends and
all score their molecules for the
number of ideas (number in the
bulb in the left top corner) and
for consecutive Periodic Table
Reference numbers, one point
per card in the sequence. You
win with the highest total.
Basically a simple shunting game,
with funny and witty names of
molecules and drawings; the
heart of the game is clever use
of energy, additional energy for a
turn costs you points, but has its
uses. Of course spatial thinking
is an advantage, if you can easily
visualize the result of rearrangements you will have most results
in your Erlenmeyer flask. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Filip Miłuński
Artist: Piotr Słaby
Price: ca. 18 Euro
Publisher: White Goblin Games 12
www.whitegoblingames.com

EVALUATION
Cards, deduction, bluff
With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard topic * Attractive
components * Different
strategies are possible *
Good mixture of chance,
deduction and bluff
Compares to:
Other Two-Player card games with
comparison of card values
Other editions:
Stronghold Games, 2013

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Toni Cimino
Artist: Nicolay Popov + Team
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Mage Company 2012
www.magecompany.com

EVALUATION
Shunting game
For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Witty names for molecules
* Witty drawings * Good,
short rules * Nice family
game
Compares to:
Shunting games for formations
Other editions:
Currently none
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NEW ARRIVALS

u A QUICK GLIMPSE ON NEWCOMERS

123 SESAMSTRASSE DOMINO
Publisher: Kosmos

ATTRACTION

3

DAS POLITIKER SKAT

Publisher: R & R Games
Designer: Jeff Glickman

Publisher: Amigo Spiele

123 Sesamstraße is one of the best-known and longest-running TV series for children; Ernie and his friends are familiar
to most children. 32 dominoes cards feature Ernie, Bert,
Krümelmonster, Elmo, Samson, Grobi, Finchen, Wolle und
Pferd and you use them for a standard Dominoes game and
you win instantly when you are first to place all your cards.
You start and place a card face-up, the next player must add
a card to the left or right with a corresponding image. If you
cannot place a card you must draw one from the stack. When
nobody can place a card you win with fewest cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

25 magnetic pieces are laid out on the table – you pick up
one of them and shoot it against the others in the display –
when magnetic attraction/repulsion causes clusters to form
you take the biggest one that congregated. For further moves
you take on of the pieces that you collected in previous
rounds. Should you shoot pieces off the table, they go to your
neighbor to the left. When all pieces have been collected you
win with most of them. At the start you play rather randomly,
later in the game you need to aim carefully – magnetic attraction/repulsion is a dominant chance element in the game.
Version: en * Rules: en* In-game text: no

Placement game for 2-6 players, ages 3+

Dexterity game with magnets for 2-5 players, ages 14+

I SPY SNAP

Publisher: Gamefactory

NEUROSHIMA HEX! STEEL POLICE

5

Publisher: Ravensburger

Steel Police is a wandering brigade of law and order fanatics,
clad in pre-war experimental power-armor and – due to its
effects – conditioned to automatically respond to anything
identified as crime or threat. The advantage is the potential to
build strong firing positions and mobile units. The disadvantages are low initiative and only single Move instant action
tile. Reflection is a new ability, it protects the unit from direct
attacks on all sides marked with the reflection icon; the attack
is reflected by one field and hits an enemy unit in the line of
attack on an adjacent field. First Army Pack
. Version: multi * Rules: en fr pl * In-game text: no

Collection of games for 2-12 players, ages 5+

Expansion for Neuroshima Hex! for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Publisher: White Goblin Games
Designer: Mark Chaplin

TOP TRUMPS CLASSICS DEUTSCHLAND
Publisher: Winning Moves

8

In Expansion 1.1 the Mayor of Repentance Springs has fallen
down a mine shaft, but McReady vows to uphold peace and
order by whatever it will take – the only obstacle to this is
Jack Colty – who will prevail in the end?
One module comprises Ambush cards; Ambush offers more
strategic options to McReady, they allow him to preparing
ambushes on each battlefield.
The other module holds new cards and enables both players
to construct their own individual deck and to try new tactics.
Version: en * Rules: en nl * in-game text: yes

Choosing your card’s best attribute, beating (trumping) your
opponent’s card, and winning the cards played in the round –
already a Classic! Cards are dealt evenly to all players. The active player chooses an attribute on his top card (no shuffling
of the deck!) and calls out the corresponding value – all other
players check their cards for the value of this attribute – the
player with the highest value gets all cards of this round. In
case of a tie cards go on the table and the winner of the next
round receives those too. Themeset: Classics Deutschland.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Expansion for Revolver for 2 players, ages 12+

Card/quiz game for 2 or more players from age 8

40

Color codes for target groups (Headline Color)
For children + learn
With friends
For families
For experts

Card game for 3-4 players, ages 10+

OCTONAUTS MEMORY

Publisher: Portal Publishing / iello
Designer: Michal Oracz

Using twelve sets of quartets for three different games. A
quartet shows the same object with different backgrounds. I
Spy Snap – all turn over the top card of their stack; for a correlation you name the object and take the stack of cards with
those objects on top. If you hold all cards, you win. In Esel you
place your inger at our nose if you hold a quartet; if nobody
does you hand one card is passed to your neighbor; When now
someone has a finger at his nose all must follow suit; the last
one to do so notes an E, if he is slowest again later, an S etc. If
you complete ESEL you lose. For Memo you must find four corresponding cards. Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

REVOLVER AMBUSH ON GUNSHOT TRAIL

General parliamentary elections in Germany, which are of
course posing some questions - Who holds the best cards?
Who can trick the opponent? Who can trump others? With
this special deck of cards you might not be able to answer
those questions, but you can smile at the nice caricature
images; the politicians have been assigned to card values
with a twinkle - Queens are Merkel, Künast, Wowereit und
Westerwelle, Steinbrück, Brüderle, Seehofer and Trittin are
Kings to Wolfgang Schäuble or Philipp Rösler as Jacks.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

4

The well-known game mechanisms of memory are here used
for a game based on the TV series Octonauts. Octonauts are
eight adventurers living in an underwater basis who explore,
save and protect. 72 cards form 36 pairs and show images
from the show. As usual, you play according to standard
memory rules: In your turn you reveal two tiles. IF you have
found a pair, you keep it and can turn up another pair of
cards. If you have turned up different images, you turn both
tiles over again and the turn passes to the next player. When
all pairs have been found and taken you win with most pairs.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no
Memo game for 2-8 players, ages 4+

WARHAMMER INVASION

Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Designer: Eric W. Lang

ENDLOSER KRIEG DIE TAGE DES BLUTES

The Core Set holds four pre-constructed card decks for Empire and
Dwarves against Orks and Chaos. With Battle Pack cards you can
adapt Core Decks to your preferences and strategies. The card types
in the game are Unit, Tactics, Quest, Support und Draft. Aim of the
game is to set fire to two out of three regions of the opposing capital.
The Cycle Endloser Krieg/Eternal War is the 6th Battle Pack cycle. Die
Tage des Blutes / Days of Blood is the 1st pack in the cycle with cards
1-20. This is a dark and bloody age, seething with conflicts that have.
have raged for thousands of years, every nation and race is locked in
a struggle for supremacy. Version: de * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: yes
Battle Pack for Warhammer Invasion, for 2 players, ages 13+

Color codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactic
Creativity
Memory

Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action

FROM THE MUSEUM

HIGHLIGHTS AMONG GAMES t

RECOMMENDATION #92

HUGO KASTNER RECOMMENDS

MAKA BANA
REED HUTS ON PACIFIC BEACHES
Dear reader! Let me transport you to a little
island paradise in the middle of the Pacific
Ocean. Four exotic beaches – Azzura, Bikini,
Diabolo and Coquito - invite you to construct
romantic reed huts. Ten of those huts are at the
disposal of each builder. As soon as the last one
has been set up the adventure on Maka Bana
ends, but it is strictly forbidden to build on Holy
Sites. Those sites are protected by totems representing Polynesian Deities. Already when first
spreading the board you cannot escape the
exotic flair. Fine sand, grass, rock and lagoons
are depicted in the deep blue Pacific width.
The reed huts may be plastic, as are the Tikis or
totems, but all the same very beautiful scenes
develop in the course of the game in the eyes
of beholders. (From: WIN 332) If you are not
yet familiar with this jewel in the art of bluffing you are cordially invited to Leopoldsdorf im
Marchfeld, to Österreichisches Spiele Museum.
Website: www.spielen.at
IIn the stark light of the Pacific sun four inviting beaches offer you the opportunity to
set up reed huts and Tikis, that is, totems on
potentially advantageous building sites. The
game mechanic on which this first issue from
French Tilsit Collection (the back of the box
is marked with “1”) reminds one already in
the very first moves of the familiar standard
mechanism of Rock-Paper-Scissors – maybe
not implemented in the elegant, decorative
way as in Klaus Teubers Adel verpflichtet or

Stefan Dorras Razzia. But the mental leaps in
Maka Bana seem very familiar already in the
first building phase: Player A implements an
action, because he thinks that Player B thinks
that Player A thinks that … you know what I
mean! One is always ahead of the other by a
tick, or maybe not. Alas! That is what comes
with this kind of game mechanics. The flow
of the game is very clearly structured and
comprises four short phases: Players must
choose a building project secretly; one indicator where you want to build is announced;
Tikis are set up and projects are, if possible,
instantly implemented. If you guess where
others want to build you can spoil someone’s
project quite thoroughly. In the final phase
the reed huts are set up, the Tikis are taken
back and you begin immediately preparations for the next season. This is repeated in
a simple scheme for season after season until
one player manages to place his 10th hut or
until one of the beaches has been completely filled with huts. This ends the adventure on
Maka Bana. In a quick final scoring you are rewarded for majorities on individual beaches
and for adjacent huts of the same color. In
any case, the mood on our Pacific island can
be unrestrictedly described as being relaxed
and companionable. Aloa ‘Oe!

Designer: François Haffner
Grafik: Johann Aumaitre
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Year: 2003
Publisher: Tilsit Editions
---

PLAYERS:

2-5
AGE:

10+
TIME:

45+



+

Competence
Info
Chance
Maka Bana plays very easily and relaxed and,
fortunately, the graphic design adapts itself ideally to this mix of bluff, tactic and a dash of deduction. The tactical component relates to the
different value of each individual building site.
If you want to set up your huts profitably you
must out-bluff your rivals, because otherwise
an opposing Tiki will block the panoramic view
of the wide ocean.
Hugos EXPERTTIP
Tension builds up in Maka Bana especially in case
of four or five players populating the island. In
case of two players the bluff element is less attractive and challenging and I also cannot recommend the variant of Maka Bana Mao. Somehow bluffing in it does not really work, let alone
tactics. Of course, there are denunciations but
the tension when the three cards are revealed to
fix building sets is missing and this destroys the
clear structure of the game, leaving little room
for romance for two and mutual denigration.
Hugos FLASHLIGHT
The flow of this game comes across as almost
banal and it is exactly this. But in games there are
other criteria then strategic/chance-dominated,
communicative/pondering or simple/complex.
On the contrary, the overall mood must take
you to other imaginary settings. My experience
is that in Maka Bana, despite the simplicity of the
game flow, people have lots of fun. Everybody
tries in a nearly messianic way to place his Tikis,
the images of Polynesian deities, on those sits
that will outwit other players in building their
huts.
VORANKÜNDIGUNG:

Comments to: Hugo.Kastner@spielen.at
Homepage: www.hugo-kastner.at 
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Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 5
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Large Groups
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